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The Fly

Little Fly, 
Thy summer's play 
My thoughtless hand 
Has brushed away. 

Am not I 
A fly like thee? 
Or art not thou 
A man like me? 

For I dance 
And drink, and sing, 
Till some blind hand 
Shall brush my wing. 

If thought is life 
And strength and breath, 
And the want 
Of thought is death; 

Then am I 
A happy fly, 
If I live, 
Or if I die.  

 
William Blake (1757-1827) 
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Introduction 
This thesis dissects the basis of odor-guided behavior, with an emphasis on modulatory 

mechanisms. I show olfactory modulations at different levels. First of all a food odorant’s 

attractiveness can be abolished when it is mixed with a signature odor of harmful 

microbes. Secondly, I show that the feeding state of a fly modulates its physiological and 

behavioral olfactory response. E.g. starved flies are much more sensitive to ethyl acetate 

than fed flies (as deduced from single sensillum recordings) and are much more attracted 

to this compound. Finally, I show that an odorant’s valence depends on its concentration 

and find a representation of the concentration-dependent valence at the level of the lateral 

horn, i.e. a higher brain center dedicated to the processing of olfactory information. 

1.1 Odor-guided behavior in Drosophila 
From an evolutionary point of view, olfaction is one of the most ancient senses. It is a 

chemical sense that transforms information carried in air-borne chemicals into brain 

activity, which finally governs odor-guided behavior. Odor-guided behavior is highly 

dependent on the chemical signal in the environment and allows most animals to search, 

detect and localize e.g. food or oviposition sites, or mating partners. Olfaction 

furthermore allows animals to detect danger like spoiled food, toxic substances and 

predators. Despite their small size, insects have olfactory systems of surprising 

sensitivity. Barrows (1907) first described the attraction of Drosophila to pure volatile 

chemicals and to the complex odors from fruits. Thorpe (1939) noted that adult flies are 

innately repelled by peppermint odor. Innate odor responses are fundamental behaviors 

that can be described as primitive reactions that animals can perform without any 

previous experience (Gong, 2012). Moreover, innate behaviors are hardwired, i.e. 

confronted with a specific stimulus, the animal responds promptly and in a stereotypic 

and predictable fashion (Tinbergen, 1951). However, beside its innate valence, an 

odorant’s valence can be affected by learning. Learned olfactory behavior involves higher 

computation and includes flexible parallel processing traces (Davis, 2011; Séjourné et al., 

2011). Studies have been done on olfactory learning in several animals and it has been 

proposed that complex sensory memory formation in insects occurs in the mushroom 

body calyx (MBc) exclusively (Giurfa, 2007). Apart from whether an odorant valence is 

learned or not, the animal’s response to the odorant can be affected by other factors like 
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e.g. the animal’s age (Devaud, 2003), feeding state (Root, 2011), pre-experience (Thorpe, 

1939) and the concentration of the odorant (Semmelhack, 2009). This stage dependency 

will be the main topic of my thesis.

1.2. Organization of the olfactory system in Drosophila 
Odorants are detected by two main peripheral parts of the olfactory circuit of Drosophila:

the 3rd antennal segment and the maxillary palps. Both are equipped with small sensory 

bristles called sensilla that house the olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs). The OSNs are 

equipped with one of 62 olfactory receptors and are found in stereotyped combinations of 

1 to 4 OSNs in three morphologically different sensillum types basiconic (long & 

cylindrical), coeloconic (small) and trichoid (long & thin) sensilla (de Bruyne et al., 

2001; Singh, 1984). While basiconic and trichoid sensilla house OSNs expressing 47 

odorant and 3 gustatory receptors (Robertson et al., 2003) the neurons housed in 

coeloconic sensilla mainly express a different kind of receptors, the so-called olfactory 

ionotropic receptors (Yao et al., 2005; Benton et al., 2008). A fourth class, the so-called 

intermediate sensillum, has been described with the properties of both trichoid and 

basiconic sensilla (Shanbhag et al., 1999). How can the fly that is equipped with only 62 

different olfactory receptor types process the much higher number of different odorants 

(e.g. a single banana produces more than 700 different molecules)? Single odorants can 

activate either one or several OSN types. On the other hand each OSN type can be 

activated by either one or several odorants. This so-called olfactory code allows 

processing of the identity of an almost infinite number of odorants with a restricted 

number of receptors. The axons of the OSNs project to the first olfactory processing 

center the antennal lobe (AL), which in Drosophila contains ~46-50 spherical functional 

units called glomeruli (Stocker, 1994; Laissue et al., 1999; Voshall et al., 2000; Gao et 

al., 2000). The insect brain therefore retains a topographical map of the receptor 

activation such that the quality of an odor may be encoded by different spatial patterns of 

activity in the antennal lobe. Within the AL, the OSNs activate second order neurons, the 

so-called projection neurons (PNs) (Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997). PNs innervate 

higher brain centers, the mushroom body (MB) and the lateral horn (LH) (Stocker et al., 

1997; Wilson et al., 2005; Wong et al., 2002). The majority (five-sixths) of the OSNs 

sends axons that branch and innervates both the ipsilateral and contralateral antennal 

lobes; the remaining sixth of the neurons project only ipsilaterally (Stocker et al., 1990). 
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Local interneurons (LNs), which are of both excitatory (eLNs) and inhibitory (iLNs) 

types, provide extensive lateral connections within the antennal lobe and have been 

shown to play an important role in processing and modulating olfactory information 

(Wilson, 2008; Seki 2010; Chou 2010).  

1.3. Drosophila as a model system to study odor-guided 
behavior 
Drosophila is a widely used animal for studying the genetic control of complex behavior 

(Siddiqi O., 1987; Carlson, 1996). The fly can detect a variety of odorants with great 

sensitivity and discrimination. A distinct advantage of studying odor-guided behavior in 

Drosophila is that it has a relatively simple nervous system but is capable of functions 

similar to those of higher animals. The Drosophila olfactory system has about 1200 

receptor neurons, compared to 107 in humans (Shier et al., 2004). It is also a good system 

for studying the underlying mechanism of olfactory behavior since the olfactory circuit of 

the fruit fly is structurally and functionally analogous to the mammalian one. The odor 

information is processed in the fly’s antennal lobe in a manner similar to the vertebrate’s 

olfactory bulb.  

Perhaps, the greatest advantage of studying olfaction in Drosophila is the suitability of 

the system for genetic manipulation. Genetic manipulation can easily be performed in 

Drosophila due to the availability of many genetic tools and neuronal markers. Therefore, 

Drosophila has emerged as a favorite model system to study odor-guided behavior.  
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2. Processing and modulation of olfactory information in 
Drosophila 
In the following chapters I will provide short introductions into the different parts of my 

thesis dealing with 

2.1. A conserved dedicated olfactory circuit for detecting harmful microbes in 

Drosophila. (Cell) Stensmyr et al. 2012

2.2 The CCHamide 1 receptor modulates sensory perception and olfactory behavior in 

starved Drosophila. (Scientific Reports) Farhan et al. In press 

2.3 Decoding odor attraction and intensity in the Drosophila brain. Strutz et al. under 

review in Neuron

 

2.1 A conserved dedicated olfactory circuit for detecting 
harmful microbes in Drosophila
In the environment thousands of chemicals are present and during evolution many of 

them have become ecologically relevant signals that evoke innate responses in insects. 

This so called innate behavior is hard wired (Tinbergen, 1951). When the right stimulus 

is known, stereotyped behaviors can easily be triggered.  For example, chemicals like 

ethyl acetate and 2,3 butanedione are signature odors of fermented fruits and are 

extremely attractive to fruit flies (Baumberger, 1917). In addition, flies have been shown 

to innately avoid benzaldehyde, an odorant present in almond and wood (Knaden et al., 

2012). While the reasoning behind this strong avoidance is not fully understood, we 

identified another Drosophila repellent and unraveled its ecological relevance. This study 

represents the first part of my thesis (Stensmyr et al., 2012). Trans-1,10-dimethyl-trans-9-

decalol, (or better known as geosmin) is highly aversive to Drosophila and abolishes the 

attractiveness of the otherwise highly attractive blend of vinegar. We could show that 

geosmin is produced by a group of microbes, particularly by Penicillium fungal molds 

(Mattheis and Roberts, 1992) and Streptomyces soil bacteria (Gerber and Lechevalier 

1965) that sometimes grow on rotten fruits and that are toxic for flies. While geosmin 

itself is not toxic it presents a signature odorant for spoiled food (Stensmyr, 2012). We 

furthermore show that Drosophila has one type of sensory neurons expressing an odorant 

receptor that is extremely sensitive and fully dedicated to detect this compound.  
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2.2. The CCHamide 1 receptor modulates sensory perception 
and olfactory behavior in starved Drosophila  

‘If the yeasty aroma of freshly baked bread awakens your hunger then in another way 

round hunger could also make you more aroma sensitive.’

Modulation and plasticity are key functions of all organisms for adapting to a changing 

environment and stress. Examples for modulations in olfactory systems are blood-feeding 

insects, which after a blood meal switch their olfactory preference from host odors to 

odors specific for oviposition sites (Davis, 1984; Siju; 2010; Denotter; 1991, Klowden; 1978, 

1979, 1994; Takken, 2001). Further studies revealed an accompanying modulation at the 

peripheral level of odor detection, i.e. at the level of olfactory sensory neurons (Davis, 

1984; Qiu, 2006; Bowen, 1988, 1990; Siju, 2010). Similarly in the African cotton leaf 

worm Spodoptera littoralis, the sensitivity of sensory neurons detecting feeding-related 

flower odors is down-regulated upon mating, while the sensitivity of neurons detecting 

oviposition-related green leaf odors is up-regulated (Saveer et al., 2012) 

In Drosophila it has frequently been observed that wide ranges of behavior including 

food responses are modulated by the animal’s physiological state. For example, feeding 

behavior is altered with mating status (Carvalho, 2006). Mated females consume 

substantially larger meals than age-matched virgins. While main emphasis has been laid 

on the central modulation for such behavior, few studies have focused on the peripheral 

neural modulation (Martel, 2009).

Apart from the mating status starvation is known to increase the fly’s responses to food 

odors. Even before this starvation-dependent modulation was investigated in detail (Root 

et al., 2011; Farhan et al. in press) many studies dealing with odor-guided behavior used 

starved flies for behavioral analyses (Chakraborty, 2009; Semmelhack, 2009; Stoekl et 

al.; 2010, Becher, 2010). Root et al. (2011) were the first to investigate the starvation-

dependent modulation in detail and showed that starvation increases the behavioral 

response and physiological sensitivity of Drosophila to the attractive food blend of apple 

cider vinegar. They furthermore found that this starvation-induced modulation is mainly 

governed by an increased expression of the short neuropeptide F receptor in olfactory 

sensory neurons expressing the olfactory receptor OR42b. In the second part of my thesis 

I present evidence that the starvation effect is not restricted to food odorants. I could 
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show that starved flies exhibit increased behavioral responses to odorants as different as 

food attractants, repellents and even pheromones. By performing single sensillum 

recordings I furthermore show that the increased behavioral sensitivity is accompanied by 

an increased physiological sensitivity. Some of the investigated olfactory sensory neurons 

do not express the short neuropeptide F receptor. I, therefore, performed microarray 

analyses in starved and fed flies and identified several more genes that become up-

regulated upon starvation. By silencing some of the candidate genes in behaving flies I 

could unravel the important role of CCHamide in governing the starvation effect (Farhan 

et al. in press).

2.3. Decoding odor attraction and intensity in the Drosophila 
brain
After peripheral detection of an odor by OSNs, the first processing of this olfactory 

information takes place in the antennal lobe, from where the information is sent to the 

higher brain centers like the mushroom bodies and the lateral horn. There, second order 

synapses are situated that govern further processing with the mushroom bodies, being 

mainly involved in processing learned olfactory associations (Heisenberg, 1985; 2009), 

while the lateral horn is thought of being responsible for governing innate olfactory 

responses. This comparatively straight olfactory network allows us to decipher neural 

correlates of behavior. Some odorants have shown to be processed via a so-called labeled 

line, in which the odorant is transferred without further processing towards higher brain 

centers. The pheromone circuitry for example is composed of the activation of a single 

specific receptor, a single glomerulus and a specific region in the higher brain (Ruta et 

al., 2010; Sandeep, 2008). Comparable situations were found in the neuronal circuitry of 

CO2, which governs strong avoidance behaviors in flies (Sachse, 2007; Suh, 2004) and in 

the processing of geosmin, a signature odorant for spoiled food (Stensmyr et al, 2012). 

This straight transfer of detected information without much processing, probably ensures 

hard-wired and ultimate innate behavioral responses and by that guarantees a fast 

stereotypic behavior that possibly saves the animal’s life, time and energy. However 

contrary to the few odorants detected by labeled lines, most odorants are detected by 

more than one receptor and thus subjected to a more complex processing at the antennal 

lobe level as well as at higher brain centers before they provoke a proper innate behavior. 

The entire populations of projection neurons within the antennal lobe are assumed to 

collect an optimized code within the antennal lobe and to transfer this information to the 
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mushroom bodies and the lateral horn. This code contains all possible features, such as 

odor intensity, valence and identity (Sachse and Galizia, 2006, Knaden et al. 2012). 

Valence or intensity can be described as odor features or modalities, which can be shared 

across odors, whereas identity is a unique feature of an odor and accounts together with 

the other features for the quality/percept of the odor. We could show that these odor 

modalities are decoded by a group of inhibitory projection neurons (iPNs). iPNs extract 

positive valence information as well as odor-intensity information from distinct parts of 

the AL and integrate this information into restricted odor response domains in the lateral 

horn. Loss of inhibitory function in iPNs severely diminished general attraction behavior 

and disturbed odor-intensity discrimination. Moreover, a segregated group of third order 

neurons projecting to the ventrolateral protocerebrum revealed response dynamics 

exclusively correlated to repulsive odors. These findings suggest segregated regions 

within the lateral horn that govern olfactory-guided behavior based on odorant identity 

and concentration. 

In summary, this thesis describes different mechanisms of olfactory processing in 

Drosophila and consolidates several fundamental modulatory strategies at different 

processing levels, which govern innate olfactory behavior. 
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Chapter I 

A conserved dedicated olfactory circuit for detecting harmful 
microbes in Drosophila

Marcus C. Stensmyr*, Hany K.M. Dweck*, Abu Farhan*, Irene Ibba*, Antonia

Strutz, Latha Mukunda, Jeanine Linz, Veit Grabe, Kathrin Steck, Sofia Lavista-

Llanos, Dieter Wicher, Silke Sachse, Markus Knaden, Paul G. Becher, Yoichi Seki, 

and Bill S. Hansson 

*These authors contributed equally to the work.

Cell, published December 7, 2012

The bacterial product Geosmin activates a highly conserved and segregated 

olfactory pathway, crucial for detection and avoidance of toxic microbes. 

Electrophysiology and further experiments revealed that geosmin interacts with the 

olfactory receptor OR56a exclusively, which is moreover tuned exclusively to the 

odor. In the brain, calcium imaging showed the exclusive activation of the OR56a-

cognate DA2 glomerulus in the AL, on the OSN and PN level. PNs are as

specificly tuned as their unique presynaptic sensory partners, as shown with 

patch-clamp recordings. The dedicated pathway confers innate avoidance and 

overrides attraction as shown for oviposition and feeding behavior. 

Electrophysiological screening of Drosophila siblings indicates that the geosmin 

detection system is a highly conserved feature in the genus Drosophila.

Built on an idea conceived by all authors. 

designed & performed experiments: M.C. Stensmyr, H.K.M. Dweck, A. Farhan,
I. Ibba, A. Strutz, L. Mukunda, J. Linz, V. Grabe, K. Steck, S. Lavista-Llanos, D.
Wicher, S. Sachse, M. Knaden, P.G. Becher, Y. Seki, and B.S. Hansson 

wrote the manuscript: M.C. Stensmyr, H. K.M. Dweck, A. Farhan, I. Ibba, A.,
B.S. Hansson 
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Chapter II 

The CCHamide 1 receptor modulates sensory perception and 

olfactory behavior in starved Drosophila
Abu Farhan, Jyotasana Gulati, Ewald Große-Wilde, Heiko Vogel, Bill S. Hansson *

and Markus Knaden* 

*These authors contributed equally to the work.

Scientific Reports, Accepted September 4, 2013

The olfactory response of the vinegar fly Drosophila melanogaster to food odor is 

modulated by starvation. Here we show that this modulation is not restricted to food 

odors and their detecting sensory neurons but rather increases the behavioral 

response to odors as different as food odors, repellents and pheromones. The 

increased behavioral responsiveness is paralleled by an increased physiological 

sensitivity of sensory neurons regardless whether they express olfactory or 

ionotropic receptors and regardless whether they are housed in basiconic, 

coeloconic, or trichoid sensilla. Silencing several genes that become up-regulated 

under starvation confirmed the involvement of the short neuropeptide f receptor in 

the starvation effect. In addition it revealed that the CCHamide-1 receptor is another 

important factor governing starvation-induced olfactory modifications. 

Built on an idea conceived by all authors.  

designed experiments analyzed obtained data: A. Farhan, M. Knaden  

behavioral and electrophysiological experiments: A. Farhan 

microarray experiment and analysis: A. Farhan, J. Gulati, G.W. Ewald, H. Vogel 

wrote the manuscript: A. Farhan, M. Knaden, B.S. Hansson 
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Chapter III 

Decoding Odor Attraction and Intensity in the Drosophila brain

Antonia Strutz, Jan Soelter, Amelie Baschwitz, Abu Farhan, Veit Grabe, Jürgen 

Rybak, Michael Schmucker, Markus Knaden, Bill S. Hansson & Silke Sachse 

Submitted to Nature Neuroscience

Morphological, functional and behavioral properties of the inhibitory projection 

neuron (iPN) population are characterized. The data provide striking evidence that 

iPNs constitute a parallel second-order processing stream to the higher brain, which

decodes odor attraction and intensity in the lateral horn. The inhibitory integration 

of these odor modalities into separated functional odor response domains in the 

lateral horn ultimately configures odor-based decision making of the fly. 

Built on an idea conceived by all authors. 

designed experiments analyzed obtained data: A. Strutz, S.Sachse

behavioral experiments: A. Farhan, M. Knaden 

immunostainings: A. Baschwitz, J. Jybak, A.Strutz 

OSN imaging experiments: V. Grabe

programmed NNMF algorithm: J. Soelter 

analyzed Calcium imaging data: A. Strutz, J.Soelter 

wrote the manuscript: A. Strutz, S. Sachse, B.S. Hansson 
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SUMMARY

Flies, like all animals, need to find suitable and
safe food. Because the principal food source for
Drosophila melanogaster is yeast growing on fer-
menting fruit, flies need to distinguish fruit with safe
yeast from yeast covered with toxic microbes. We
identify a functionally segregated olfactory circuit in
flies that is activated exclusively by geosmin. This
microbial odorant constitutes an ecologically rele-
vant stimulus that alerts flies to the presence of
harmful microbes. Geosmin activates only a single
class of sensory neurons expressing the olfactory
receptor Or56a. These neurons target the DA2
glomerulus and connect to projection neurons that
respond exclusively to geosmin. Activation of DA2
is sufficient and necessary for aversion, overrides
input from other olfactory pathways, and inhibits
positive chemotaxis, oviposition, and feeding. The
geosmin detection system is a conserved feature in
the genus Drosophila that provides flies with a sensi-
tive, specific means of identifying unsuitable feeding
and breeding sites.

INTRODUCTION

Animals respond with innate behaviors to certain stimuli in their

environment. Innate behaviors, in contrast to learned behav-

iors, are hardwired; i.e., confronted with a specific stimulus,

the animal will respond with a stereotyped behavior (Tinbergen,

1951). Many innate behaviors are triggered by odors. Prime

examples are pheromones (Karlson and Lüscher, 1959), which

have been particularly well studied in insects. In the vinegar

fly Drosophila melanogaster, the male-produced pheromone

cis-vaccenyl acetate (cVA) activates a single class of olfactory

sensory neurons (OSN), which provides input to a single

glomerulus (Kurtovic et al., 2007; van der Goes van Naters

and Carlson, 2007) and a sexually dimorphic and functionally

segregated circuit within the olfactory system (Datta et al.,

2008; Ruta et al., 2010). In insects, odors associated with

food or oviposition substrates can also elicit innate behaviors.

The smell of vinegar confers obligate attraction in flies (Stökl

et al., 2010). Although the vinegar odor activates a number of

OSN classes, only a single glomerulus is sufficient and neces-

sary for positive chemotaxis (Semmelhack and Wang, 2009).

Pathways underlying hardwired attraction have thus been well

characterized. Olfactory circuits mediating odorant-induced

innate avoidance are, however, poorly understood. From an

evolutionary perspective, being able to detect and respond

quickly to harmful features in the environment should be an

essential task for the olfactory system. In the fly, CO2 elicits

innate avoidance, which, like the attraction pathways, is

mediated via a single glomerular circuit devoted exclusively

to this stimulus (Suh et al., 2004). No dedicated avoidance

circuit for an odorant sensu stricto (i.e., a volatile organic

compound) has, however, been found in the fly or in any other

insect. So far, all identified aversive odorants have activated

multiple glomeruli (Knaden et al., 2012), and their identification

depends on decoding of complex combinatorial glomerular

activation patterns.

A volatile compound of interest in this context is geosmin

(trans-1,10-dimethyl-trans-9-decalol) (Figure 1A). This sub-

stance is produced by a select number of fungi (Mattheis and

Roberts, 1992), bacteria (Gerber and Lechevalier, 1965), and

cyanobacteria (Jüttner and Watson, 2007) and to the human

nose has a distinct and immediately recognizable earthy odor.

A recent study found that addition of a small amount of geosmin

reduced the attraction of flies to vinegar volatiles (Becher et al.,

2010). Given its capacity to modulate innate attraction, this

microbial volatile must be a very potent repellent and, as such,

is possibly a candidate stimulus for a dedicated pathway for

innate avoidance.

Cell 151, 1345–1357, December 7, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1345



Here, we examine the functional significance of geosmin to

the fly and show that geosmin activates only a single class of

OSNs; these neurons express an odorant receptor that is

exclusively tuned to this compound. Furthermore, we show

that the geosmin-activated circuit constitutes a functionally

segregated pathway, transferring the message arising from the

periphery unaltered to central processing centers. We also

demonstrate that this circuit alone is sufficient and necessary

to trigger the avoidance behavior. Moreover, we show that,

upon activation, the geosmin circuit overrides input from other

circuits and inhibits positive chemotaxis. Additionally, we show

that the peripheral part of the geosmin detection system is

highly conserved across the genusDrosophila. Finally, we clearly

demonstrate the ecological significance of this pathway, which is

to detect toxic microbes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A Single Class of Olfactory Sensory Neurons Detects
Geosmin
We first set out to determine the behavioral significance of

geosmin by using a T-maze (Figure 1B). In this two-choice

olfactory assay, geosmin on its own elicited avoidance at very

low concentrations (10�6) (Figure 1C). For comparison, benzal-

dehyde—a well-known repellant to flies—in the same assay

required a 1,000-fold higher dose than geosmin to trigger repul-

sion (Figure 1C). The actual fold difference in flies’ behavioral

sensitivity toward these two compounds is greater once volatility

is factored in. The vapor pressure of geosmin is 1,000-fold lower

than for benzaldehyde (0.001 mmHg versus 1.27 mmHg at

25�C). Thus, at a given dose and temperature, the number of

geosmin molecules in vapor phase is substantially lower than

for benzaldehyde. Geosmin is accordingly not only repellent

but is also repellent when present in exceedingly low amounts.

Flies are evidently equipped with a sensitive detection system

for geosmin. To identify the population of OSNs that is activated

by geosmin, we next turned to electrophysiology. Specifically,

we performed single-sensillum recording (SSR) measurements,

a method that allowed us to assess odor-induced OSN activity

extracellularly. We aimed to obtain SSR measurements from all

antennal olfactory sensillum types while stimulating the con-

tacted OSNs with geosmin. The �450 olfactory sensilla of the

fly antennae (Shanbhag et al., 1999) can be divided into 17 func-

tional types, which in total house 46 functionally distinct OSN

classes (de Bruyne et al., 2001; Hallem et al., 2004; Couto

et al., 2005; Yao et al., 2005; van der Goes van Naters and

Carlson, 2007; Benton et al., 2009). In addition to these well-

classified sensilla, morphological data indicate that the antennae

also contain one more type, the so-called intermediate sensilla;

these sensilla house an unknown number of functional OSN

classes (Shanbhag et al., 1999). The second olfactory organ of

the fly, the maxillary palp, houses an additional three types

for a total of six distinct OSN classes (de Bruyne et al., 1999).

By performing a considerable number of SSR measurements

(n > 1000) using diagnostic odors and by comparing the

response properties of contacted OSNs with previously pub-

lished ligand affinities, we were able to locate and record from

all sensillum types present on the antennae (including two types

of intermediate sensilla), as well as from the three types found on

the maxillary palps (Figure 2A).

Response to geosmin came from just a single class of antennal

OSNs, namely, the ab4B OSNs (Figures 2B and 2C). These

neurons express the odorant receptors (OR) Or56a and Or33a

(Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005), of which

only the former is functional in the Canton-S strain we used

here (Kreher et al., 2008). Although ab4B OSNs have been

measured from previously (e.g., de Bruyne et al., 2001), geosmin

is the first ligand reported for this neuron class. To confirm that

A

B

C

Figure 1. Geosmin—the Odor of Mold—Is Repellent to the

Vinegar Fly

(A) Geosmin has a peculiar structure (left), which is distinct from odor ligands

identified for D. melanogaster. Although a very common compound in nature,

geosmin is produced only by a specific subset of microorganisms, including

Penicillium sp. molds, shown here growing on an orange. Photo, MCS.

(B) Schematic drawing of the T-maze assay.

(C) Response indices of WT flies to geosmin, benzaldehyde, and balsamic

vinegar in a T-maze assay. Deviation of the response index against zero was

tested with a Student’s t test (p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM.
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Or56a is indeed the geosmin receptor, we next expressed this

protein in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells that stably ex-

pressed the OR coreceptor Orco (Larsson et al., 2004). Because

insect ORs are Ca2+-permeable ionotropic receptors, OR activa-

tion can be monitored by measuring the free intracellular Ca2+

concentration [Ca2+]i. The application of geosmin transiently

increased [Ca2+]i in a concentration-dependent manner (Fig-

ure 2D). The cells responding to geosmin were seen to respond

to the Orco agonist VUAA1 (Jones et al., 2011), although there

was no response to control application of saline (Figure 2D and

Figure S1A available online). We then expressed Or33a in the

same CHO cell line. Although the cells responded to VUAA1,

we found no responses to geosmin (Figure 2E). CHO cells not

expressing Orco or either of the two tuning ORs produced no

Ca2+ signals in response to the application of geosmin or

VUAA1 (Figure 2E). Loss of function of Or56a should render

ab4B OSNs insensitive to geosmin. We next used SSR to

examine the function of ab4B OSNs expressing a UAS-RNA

interference (RNAi) construct against Or56a. The expression of

UAS-Or56aRNAi reduced the response to geosmin in a dose-

dependent manner (Figures 2F and S1B). In flies carrying one

copy each of Or56a-Gal4 and UAS-Or56aRNAi, the response to

A

B C

D E F

G H I

J K L

Figure 2. Geosmin Activates a Single Class

of Antennal Olfactory Sensory Neurons

(A) SSR measurements from all olfactory sensilla

with geosmin (10�3) as a stimulus. ab, antennal

basiconic sensilla (s.); ac, antennal coeloconic s.;

at, antennal trichoid s.; ai, antennal intermediate s.;

pb, palp basiconic s. Stars denote that activity

from individual OSNs was not separated. Error

bars represent SEM.

(B) Distribution of ab4B neurons on the antenna

as visualized by the expression of GFP from the

Or56a promoter.

(C) Representative SSR traces from an ab4

sensillum. The smaller amplitude spiking neuron,

i.e., ab4B responds to geosmin (10�3). The dura-

tion of the stimulus delivery (0.5 s) is marked by

the black bar.

(D) The free intracellular Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+]i
in CHO cells expressing Or56a and Orco increases

after the application of geosmin and VUAA1

(100 mM), but not of saline (control). Error bars

represent SEM.

(E) Mean increase in free intracellular Ca2+ con-

centration [Ca2+]i in CHO cells expressing Orco and

Or33a or nontransfected CHO cells after the appli-

cation of saline (control), geosmin (50 mM), and

VUAA1 (100 mM). Star denotes response signifi-

cantly different from control (Student’s t test, p <

0.05).Colorscaleas in (D).Errorbars representSEM.

(F) Quantification of responses to geosmin (10�3)

from ab4B OSNs of flies expressing RNAi against

Or56a in the ab4B OSNs and the corresponding

parental lines. Error bars represent SEM.

(G) False color-coded images showing solvent-

induced (top) and geosmin-induced (bottom)

calcium-dependent fluorescence changes in

the AL of a fly expressing the activity reporter

GCaMP3.0 from the Orco promoter.

(H) Glomerular atlas of the AL.

(I) Odor-induced activity plotted on schematic

ALs (average % DF/F).

(J) RI to geosmin (10�5) of flies expressing Shi-

birets from the Or56a promoter and corresponding

parental lines in a T-maze assay. Significant

differences are denoted by letters (analysis of

variance [ANOVA] followed by Tukey’s test; p <

0.05). Error bars represent SEM.

(K) RIs to geosmin (10�5) of flies expressing Shibirets from theOr43b promoter and the corresponding parental lines in a T-maze assay. No significant differences

(ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test; p > 0.05). Error bars represent SEM.

(L) RIs of flies expressing dTRPA1 from the Or56a promoter, the corresponding parental lines, and WT in a T-maze assay confronted with a choice between

22 and 26�C. Deviation of the RI against zero was tested with a Student’s t test (p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM.

See also Figure S1.
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geosmin was reduced by �50% compared to the response

displayed by the parental lineages. With two copies of each,

the response was essentially abolished (�98% reduction) (Fig-

ure 2F). Thus, we conclude that Or56a alone underlies the ability

of the ab4B cells to detect geosmin.

To further verify that geosmin is detected only by a single class

of OSNs, we next employed functional imaging to examine the

activity pattern in the antennal lobe (AL) evoked by geosmin

(Figures 2G and S1C). We used theGal4-UAS system to express

the Ca2+-sensitive reporter gene GCaMP3.0 (Tian et al., 2009)

from the Orco promoter, thereby labeling all OSNs except those

relying on ionotropic receptors (Benton et al., 2009) for odorant

detection. Activated glomeruli were then identified by comparing

the activation pattern with the map of the fly AL (Couto et al.,

2005; Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005) (Figure 2H). We stimulated

flies with diagnostic odors to assist glomerular identification

(data not shown) and with geosmin at 10�3 and 10�5 dilutions

(Figures 2G and 2I). At 10�5, geosmin elicited repeatable signals

from only a single locus in the AL—the DA2 glomerulus, which

receives input from ab4B neurons (Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich

and Vosshall, 2005). We note that DA2 is also situated in the

same lateral part of the AL that has previously been implicated

in handling aversive odors (Knaden et al., 2012). In a number of

recordings, we also noted activity from VM2; however, these

signals were not consistently reproducible. In the SSR screen,

we never observed any activity in response to geosmin from

OSNs innervating VM2; these OSNs are housed in the ab8

sensillum (Figure 2A). Hence, the activity noted from VM2 most

likely does not reflect actual peripheral input but, rather, may

stem from intrinsic AL processes. We therefore conclude that

geosmin is indeed detected by a single class of OSNs. It should

be stressed that the level of specificity shown here toward a

nonpheromonal odor is most unusual, if not unique, among the

olfactory systems investigated to date.

Activation of the ab4B Neurons Is Necessary and
Sufficient for the Aversive Behavior
If the behavior triggered by geosmin is solely derived from the

activity of ab4B neurons, silencing this OSN subpopulation

should also abolish the aversive behavior. To silence these

neurons, we expressed the temperature-sensitive mutant

dynamin Shibirets (Kitamoto, 2001) from the Or56a promoter.

At the restrictive temperature (32�C), flies carrying this construct

displayed no aversive behavior toward geosmin (Figure 2J). The

same flies, tested at a permissive temperature (25�C), showed

a strong aversion to geosmin. Parental lines tested at the

nonpermissive temperature showed a somewhat increased

repellency, which was likely caused by the increased volatility

of geosmin at the higher temperature. Silencing the ab4B

neurons had no effect on flies’ behavior in response to benzalde-

hyde (Figure S1D). In line with the SSR experiments, silencing

input to VM2—via the expression of Shibirets from the Or43b

promoter—did not affect flies’ behavior in response to geosmin

(Figure 2K). The ab4B OSNs are evidently necessary for the

aversive behavior.

We next asked whether selectively activating these neurons

is sufficient to cause aversion. We expressed the temperature-

sensitive cation channel dTRPA1 in the ab4B neurons, a proce-

dure that allowed us to conditionally activate these OSNs at

temperatures >26�C (Hamada et al., 2008). As a control, we first

examined the temperature preference (26�C versus 22�C) of
wild-type (WT) flies in a T-maze assay. WT flies showed

a tendency toward aversion against the higher temperature

(Figure 2L). Having established baseline behavior in the assay,

we next asked whether flies bearing the Or56a-Gal4, UAS-

dTRPA1 construct displayed a stronger aversion toward the

higher temperature. In fact, flies expressing dTRPA1 in ab4B

OSNs showed significant avoidance toward the warm side,

whereas parental control flies showed moderate (but insignifi-

cant) aversion (Figure 2L). Thus, specifically activating these

neurons induces aversion in flies. In summary, these experi-

ments demonstrate that the aversive behavior caused by geo-

smin is mediated solely through a single class of OSNs.

The ab4B Neurons Respond Exclusively to Geosmin
As seen, geosmin is detected by a single class of OSNs, ab4B.

We next asked whether or not these neurons are exclusively

tuned to geosmin. We again used SSR but now screened with

103 structurally diverse odorants (tested at 10�2 dilution) (Fig-

ure S2A). The larger spiking neuron in the ab4 sensillum re-

sponded to a range of compounds (Figure S2B). Interestingly,

we note that the most potent ligands for these OSNs are all

known repellants. The functional significance, if any, of having

two neurons both responding to aversive odorants that are

cocompartmentalized is unclear. The ab4B neurons, in contrast,

displayed a striking degree of selectivity, as none of the screened

odorants—apart from geosmin—elicited any increased spike

firing (Figure 3A). Showing specificity in the context of the

olfactory system is, however, difficult, as there are thousands

of volatile chemicals in nature. Our tested set thus represents

only a fraction of the volatile chemicals potentially present in

the natural habitat of D. melanogaster.

To address this issue and to more firmly examine the speci-

ficity of these neurons, we next expanded our SSR investigation

by using a gas chromatograph (GC) for stimulus delivery. GC-

linked SSR enables the screening of headspace collections

from complex odor sources and, consequently, enables the

probing of large numbers of volatiles. We first sampled odors

from a wide range of sources present in the natural habitat of

D. melanogaster in native Africa as well as in the ‘‘Diaspora.’’

We collected odors from 14 sources, including avoided ones,

such as feces (from African mammals) and rotting meat, as

well as attractive ones, such as fruits and vinegar. The total

number of volatiles present in these samples is difficult to firmly

establish, but the number of distinguishable flame ionization

detection (FID) peaks amounts to �2,900 in total. The actual

number of compounds present is, however, likely considerably

higher. The headspace of many fruits typically contains >400

volatiles (e.g., Petro-Turza, 1987); hence, in our samples, many

more compounds were presumably present but only in amounts

below the FID limit. These compounds were nevertheless

effectively screened, as insects, including Drosophila, are

capable of detecting compounds present well below the FID

limit.

Having collected and verified the odor samples, we then pro-

ceeded to perform GC-SSR measurements from ab4B neurons.
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Out of the 14 odor samples we screened, only three evoked

responses (Figure 3B), namely the headspace of a moldy

tomato, a moss tussock, and isolated cultures of the common

soil bacterium Streptomyces coelicolor. In each of the active

samples, only a single FID peak elicited a response. We next

used GC-linked mass spectroscopy (GC-MS) combined with

synthetic standards to identify the functionally relevant peaks

in these three samples; in all cases, these turned out to be geo-

smin. Thus, the ab4B neurons are indeed extremely specific, and

it is reasonable to conclude that the sole function of these

neurons is to detect geosmin.

How sensitive are the ab4B neurons toward geosmin? Our

T-maze experiments (Figure 1C) had already shown that the

flies respond behaviorally at very low concentrations. Indeed,

the ab4B neurons respond to geosmin at 10�8 dilution (corre-

sponding to 100 pg of substance in the stimulus pipette)

A B

C

Figure 3. The ab4B Neurons Respond Exclusively to Geosmin

(A) Tuning curve for the ab4B neuron type based on a screen of 103 synthetic substances (10�2 dilution). Error bars represent SEM.

(B) Gas-chromatography-linked SSRmeasurements from ab4B neurons. The orange trace represents the FID, photos depict the screened odor sources, and the

blue trace depicts the simultaneously recorded neural activity of ab4B neurons. Stars denote response. n = 1–3.

(C) Dose response curve from ab4B neurons toward geosmin. Error bars represent SEM.

See also Figure S2.
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(Figure 3C), which is in good agreement with the dilution of geo-

smin (1.74 3 10�7) causing reduced upwind flight attraction to

vinegar headspace when vaporized in the wind tunnel (Becher

et al., 2010).

Geosmin Triggers a Segregated Pathway through
the Antennal Lobe to Higher Brain Centers
How is the specific tuning in flies to geosmin seen in the periph-

eral sensory neurons transferred to higher brain centers? In

Drosophila, the OSNs form synapses with projection neurons

(PNs) and local interneurons within the AL. Most PNs innervate

only a single glomerulus (Figures 4A and 4B), whereas local

interneurons typically show broad innervation throughout the

AL. The PNs send their axons to the mushroom body and lateral

horn (Figures 4A and 4B) (Vosshall and Stocker, 2007). PNs tend

to respond to a somewhat broader range of odors than do their

corresponding OSNs (Wilson et al., 2004; Bhandawat et al.,

2007). For instance, the PNs connected to OSNs that respond

only to geranyl acetate respond to additional odors as well.

However, PNs connected to OSNs that respond to the sex
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Figure 4. Geosmin Activates a Functionally Segregated Pathway

(A) A PN innervating the DA2 glomerulus (left) and sending its axon to the calyx of the mushroom body and terminating in the lateral horn (right). PN, green; nc82,

magenta. D denotes dorsal, and L denotes lateral.

(B) Reconstruction of the neuron in (A).

(C) Glomeruli from which PN recordings were obtained (in solid), with the response to geosmin (10�3) false color coded. Transparent glomeruli were not

investigated.

(D) The net change in spike frequency in response to geosmin (10�3) stimulation from PNs innervating 31 glomeruli. Error bars represent SEM.

(E) Example spike trace from a DA2 PN responding to geosmin (10�3). Black bar marks the 1 s odor stimulus. Red trace represents extracted spikes.

(F) Tuning curve for DA2 PNs based on 17 synthetic substances (10�2 dilution, except geosmin, which was used at 10�3). Error bars represent SEM.

(G) False color-coded images showing solvent-induced (top) and geosmin-induced (bottom) calcium-dependent fluorescence changes in AL PNs of a fly bearing

the GH146-Gal4, UAS-GCaMP3.0 constructs.

(H) Glomerular atlas of the AL.

(I) Odor-induced activity plotted on schematic ALs (average % DF/F).

See also Figure S3.
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pheromone cVA do not show a broad response pattern and

are just as specific as their cognate OSNs (Schlief and Wilson,

2007). We thus asked: how specific is the response of PNs

that respond to geosmin?

We carried outwhole-cell patch-clamp recordings from a large

number of randomly selected uniglomerular PNs, stimulating

with 17 chemicals, including geosmin (Figure S3). We obtained

recordings and fills from 66 PNs (from 66 individual flies), which

covered 31 different glomeruli. Geosmin elicited significant

responses only from two PNs, both of which innervated the

DA2 glomerulus (Figures 4A–4E). Although not all glomeruli

were covered, this result strongly suggests that geosmin infor-

mation does not diffuse broadly across the AL to other glomeruli.

Moreover, DA2 PNs appear to be as selective as the input

OSNs because these PNs responded exclusively to geosmin

and not to any of the other screened compounds (Figures 4F

and S3). To further examine the specificity of the AL output, we

next imaged flies carrying theGH146-Gal4 and UAS-GCaMP3.0

constructs in which �1/2 of the PNs express the GCaMP3.0

activity reporter (Stocker et al., 1997; Jefferis et al., 2001).

Stimulation with geosmin again exclusively activated the DA2

glomerulus (Figures 4G–4I). Thus, we conclude that, like the

labeled line pheromone pathway, the geosmin circuit forms

a dedicated functionally segregated pathway, at least to the

point of the calyx and lateral horn. The fate of the signal past

this point remains to be elucidated.

The Geosmin Circuitry Can Modulate and Override
Innate Attraction
As mentioned before, the addition of geosmin to vinegar signifi-

cantly reduced positive chemotaxis in flies’ response to this

innately attractive odor. To verify that geosmin indeed has the

capacity to reduce flies’ attraction to vinegar, we next repeated

the wind tunnel experiments with an alternative bioassay, the

Flywalk (Steck et al., 2012) (Figure 5A). This assay enables

high-resolution quantification of behavior from individual flies in
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Figure 5. Activation of the Geosmin Pathway Reduces Attraction

(A) Schematic drawing of the Flywalk assay used in (B). For details, see Steck et al. (2012).

(B) Quantified behavior from individual flies stimulated with balsamic vinegar, geosmin (10�3), and a mix of the two in the Flywalk assay. Top graphs, box plot

representations of odor-induced changes in upwind speed of flies (n = 30); black line represents median upwind speed; box, interquartile range; whiskers, 90th

and 10th percentiles. Lower graphs, undirected activity of flies (n = 30); black line, median activity; shaded area, interquartile range. Yellow areamarks the 500ms

odor stimulus. Statistical analysis per Steck et al. (2012).

(C) Left, representative SSR trace from an ab4 sensillum, stimulated with ethyl butyrate (10�5) in which the B neuron expresses Or22a. Right, quantification of

mean responses to ethyl butyrate from control ab4B OSNs and ab4B OSNs misexpressing Or22a.

(D) Response indices of flies expressing Or22a in the ab4BOSNs, corresponding parental lines andWT flies to ethyl butyrate (10�5) in a T-maze assay. Significant

differences are denoted by letters (ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test; p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM.

See also Figure S4.
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response to short pulses of an odor stimulus repeated during an

extended period of time. Our Flywalk results parallel the findings

from the wind tunnel (Figure 5B). Exposing flies to pulses of

balsamic vinegar induced bursts of positive chemotaxis, which

were significantly reduced when geosmin was added to the

vinegar volatiles. Geosmin alone induced a ‘‘freezing’’ behavior,

i.e., a decrease of the flies’ activity, which, in this assay, reflects

aversion (Steck et al., 2012). The ability of geosmin to reduce

the attractiveness of vinegar is robust and can be repeated

with both the trap assay (Larsson et al., 2004) (Figures S4A

and S4B) and the T-maze (Figure S4C).

In light of the physiology findings, the cause of the reduced

attractiveness of the geosmin-vinegar mix should stem from

activation of the DA2 pathway. This circuit should consequently

have the capacity to override and modulate an innate behavior.

To test this notion, we used the Or56a-Gal4 line to drive the

expression of an additional odorant receptor (Or22a targeting

glomerulus DM2) in ab4B OSNs (Figure 5C), enabling us to

manipulate the activity of the DA2 circuit in the absence of

geosmin and thereby to separate the chemical from the actual

effect. In flies expressing Or22a under the Or56a promoter,

stimulation with ethyl butyrate, a potent ligand for Or22a that

is highly attractive to flies (Figure 5D), should result in the

activation of both DM2 and DA2, in turn reducing the flies’ attrac-

tion to ethyl butyrate. Through SSR, we first verified that the

misexpression of Or22a conferred sensitivity toward ethyl

butyrate in ab4B neurons (Figure 5C). Having established phys-

iological function, we then tested the flies’ behavioral response

toward ethyl butyrate by using a T-maze. The parental control

lines showed the expected strong positive response of WT flies

toward this fruit ester. On the other hand, flies additionally ex-

pressing Or22a in the ab4B OSNs showed no attraction toward

ethyl butyrate (Figure 5D). Thus, activating DA2 and the associ-

ated pathway can modulate and override innate attractive

behavior.

Geosmin Is Used by the Fly to Detect Toxic Molds
and Bacteria
We next asked what the possible evolutionary and ecological

reason might be for the strong and hard-wired chemosensory

avoidance of geosmin. Because geosmin itself is nontoxic to

invertebrates as well as mammals (Young et al., 1996), the

function of the circuit is not just to alert D. melanogaster to

the presence of this compound. With some exceptions,

the majority of volatiles flies detect are widely produced in

nature and, thus, are difficult to firmly associate with a specific

source. Geosmin—although very abundant in nature—is

solely produced by a narrow range of microbes, in particular

Penicillium fungal molds (Mattheis and Roberts, 1992) and

Streptomyces soil bacteria (Gerber and Lechevalier, 1965).

Has the system for detecting geosmin evolved to identify these

specific microorganisms? We first examined whether flies

could survive on these types of microbes. We transferred

newly eclosed flies to vials with a yeast-containing medium or

to vials additionally containing cultures of either Streptomyces

coelicolor or Penicillium expansum. Flies were unable to survive

in the presence of either of these microbes (Figure 6A), presum-

ably due to the accumulation of toxins. Many fungal molds,

including P. expansum, produce a range of toxic secondary

metabolites, several of which have been shown to have strong

insecticidal activity (Castillo et al., 1999). Many geosmin-

producing microbes are not only toxic but are also known to

outcompete or even kill the yeasts flies graze on (Arndt et al.,

1999). Thus, for the fly, being able to detect and avoid fruit

colonized by harmful molds and bacteria should be an essential

skill.

Because many geosmin-producing microbes are detrimental

to flies, we suspected that substrates colonized by this type

of microbe are avoided for oviposition. Thus, we next looked

for an olfactory-based oviposition preference in flies by using

a two-choice assay (Figure 6B) in which flies were given the

option of laying eggs on plates containing either standard

Drosophila yeast medium or on plates additionally inoculated

with S. coelicolor. Indeed, flies avoided laying eggs on

plates containing S. coelicolor (Figure 6C). Is the avoidance of

the bacterial plates mediated via geosmin? To address this

question, we subsequently repeated the oviposition experi-

ments. We inoculated one of the plates with a gene-targeted

S. coelicolor strain (J3001), which carries a deletion in a key

gene involved in the geosmin synthesis pathway (Gust et al.,

2003). The J3001 strain is thus identical to WT S. coelicolor

except for its inability to produce geosmin, the lack of which

we also confirmed via GC-MS and GC-SSR (Figure 6D). Abolish-

ing the production of geosmin completely eliminated the avoid-

ance in response to S. coelicolor (Figure 6C). In the absence of

geosmin, flies readily oviposited on the harmful media. Eggs

deposited onto S. coelicolor did not develop into adult flies

(data not shown), and survival on the J3001 strain did not differ

from survival on WT S. coelicolor (log rank test; p = 0.22). In

a pure olfactory choice assay, the trap assay (Figure S4A), flies

also discriminated between the two strains, preferring J3001

over WT (Figure S5).

We next wondered whether the reluctance to oviposit in the

presence of (WT) S. coelicolor is dependent on the DA2 circuit.

To address this question, we examined the oviposition pre-

ference of flies carrying the previously used Or56a-Gal4, UAS-

Shibirets construct. At permissive temperatures, these flies

strongly avoided plates containing S. coelicolor, whereas at

restrictive temperatures, there was no avoidance, and the flies

even showed a slight preference for the bacterial substrate (Fig-

ure 6E). In line with our hypothesis, the presence of geosmin

alone should also prevent egg laying, which it did. Plates con-

taining geosmin (10�3) were avoided as an oviposition substrate

(Figure 6F). One could speculate that the presence of any

strongly repellent odor would also prevent oviposition from

occurring. However, benzaldehyde did not inhibit oviposition

from occurring at 10�4 and 10�2 dilutions and barely did so

even when tested as a pure substance (Figure 6F).

Are flies also hesitant to consume food contaminated with

this type of microbe? We next examined feeding preference by

using a capillary feeder assay (Figure 6G) (Ja et al., 2007);

here, flies could choose between two 5% sucrose solutions,

one of which was based on a wash from WT S. coelicolor colo-

nies. Indeed, flies clearly preferred the pure sucrose solution

(Figure 6H). We then repeated these experiments, replacing

the WT S. coelicolor with the J3001 strain. The solution
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Figure 6. Geosmin Is Used by Flies to Detect Toxic Molds and Bacteria

(A) Survival rate of newly eclosed flies transferred to vials containing pure agar medium or medium with 1-week-old cultures of either of two geosmin-producing

microbes.

(B) Schematic drawing of the oviposition choice assay used in (C), (E), and (F).

(C) Oviposition indices (OI) to WT (M145) and J3001 S. coelicolor of WT flies. The J3001 only differs fromWT by its inability to produce geosmin. Deviation of the

oviposition index against zero was tested with a Student’s t test (p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM.

(D) GC-MS and GC-SSR analysis of headspace from J3001 and M145. Pale blue represents flame ionization detection traces. The dark blue trace shows activity

from an ab4B OSN being stimulated with J3001 headspace (no response).

(E) OIs to WT S. coelicolor of flies expressing Shibirets in the ab4B OSNs and corresponding parental lines at permissive (25�C) and restrictive (32�C) temper-

atures. Significant differences are denoted by letters (ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test; p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM.

(F) OIs to geosmin and benzaldehyde of WT flies. Significant differences are denoted by letters (ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test; p < 0.05). Error bars

represent SEM.

(G) Schematic drawing of the capillary feeding assay (modified from Ja et al. [2007]) used in (H)–(J).

(H) Feeding indices (FI) to 5% sucrose solutions containing traces of WT (M145) or J3001 S. coelicolor of WT flies. Deviation of the feeding index against zero

was tested with a Student’s t test (p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM.

(I) FIs to 5% sucrose solutions containing geosmin (0.1%) or benzaldehyde (0.1%) of WT flies. Deviation of the feeding index against zero was tested with

a Student’s t test (p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM.

(J) FIs to 5% sucrose solutions containing traces of WT (M145) S. coelicolor of flies expressing Shibirets from the Or56a promoter and corresponding parental

lines at permissive (25�C) and restrictive (32�C) temperatures. Significant differences are denoted by letters (ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test; p < 0.05). Error bars

represent SEM.

See also Figure S5.
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containing J3001 did not reduce feeding but was slightly

preferred over the sucrose-only solution (Figure 6H), suggesting

that the aversion is due to the presence of geosmin. In line with

this observation, adding geosmin (0.1%) also reduced feeding

(Figure 6I). The addition of another aversive odor, benzaldehyde

(0.1%), had no effect on feeding (Figure 6I). We next wondered

whether the feeding aversion is due to olfactory input to the

DA2 pathway. Indeed, the reduced feeding stems not from geo-

smin having an aversive taste but from the activation of ab4B

OSNs because silencing input to this pathway—via Shibirets—

also fully abolished the geosmin-induced feeding aversion

(Figure 6J). Thus, geosmin also functions as an antifeedant,

operating via the olfactory system.

Taken together, these findings strongly suggest that the

ecological significance of geosmin is to alert flies to the presence

of toxic molds and bacteria. The geosmin circuit performs a

critical task, providing flies with a reliable and sensitive means

of identifying unsuitable hosts.

The Geosmin Detection System Is Conserved across
the Genus Drosophila

To shed light on the origin and evolution of the geosmin detection

system circuit, we next turned to a comparative approach. We

tested eight drosophilid species—chosen based on genome

availability and phylogenetic and ecological considerations—

for their capacity to detect geosmin (Figure S6A). We set out to

identify neurons able to detect geosmin via SSR, stimulating

with a set of 37 chemically diverse odorants (at 10�2 dilution)

(Figure S3D). We located OSNs tuned to geosmin in all the

screened species except D. elegans (Figure 7A). Electroanten-

nogram recordings from this species also showed no response

to geosmin (data not shown) and neither does this species

respond behaviorally to geosmin in a T-maze assay (Figure 7B).

As in D. melanogaster, in each of the species responding to

geosmin, detection was noted only from a single class of

OSNs, which also responded exclusively to geosmin (Figure 7A).

The geosmin OSNs we found in the other species may well
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(A) Tuning curves for neurons with similar response properties to the ab4B neurons of D. melanogaster from select members of the genus Drosophila (n = 3 for all
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significant). Error bars represent SEM.

See also Figure S6.
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serve the same function that they serve in D. melanogaster. The

lack of a geosmin detection system in D. elegans may be

a consequence of the low susceptibility to mold growth of this

species’ breeding substrate, namely, fresh flowers (Yoshida

et al., 2000). Putatively functional orthologs of Or56a are also

present across the species in which we have complete OR

repertoires (Guo and Kim, 2007). We also located intact ortho-

logs of Or56a in draft genome assemblies from an additional

eight drosophilids (Figure S6B), including D. biarmipes and

D. elegans. The function (if any) of theOr56a ortholog in the latter

remains unknown. Analysis of selection pressure also showed

that the Or56a genes are under overall purifying selection

(Figure S6C). The response properties of the second neuron

residing in these sensilla are much less conserved (Figure S6D).

These neurons also do not express orthologous receptors

across the examined species. In D. melanogaster, the ab4A

neurons express Or7a (Hallem et al., 2004), orthologs of

which are, however, found only in the subgenus Sophophora

(Guo and Kim, 2007). Yet, also in species in which we can

assume that Or7a underlies the response property, we did

note variation in ligand affinity. The function of the ab4A OSNs

hence likely reflects species-specific requirements. The striking

specificity toward geosmin seen in the olfactory system of

D. melanogaster is accordingly a basal feature of the genus

Drosophila, conserved for at least �40 million years (Russo

et al., 1995).

Conclusions
The manner in which flies decode and rely upon geosmin has

few, if any, direct parallels. Comparable circuits are essentially

found only within the subset of the olfactory nervous system

that relays pheromone information. However, also within this

context, it is exceedingly rare for animals to rely on just a

single chemical to identify a critical resource. Almost all

pheromones characterized to date have been complex blends

processed by multiple neuronal pathways. Moreover, the

specificity toward geosmin shown here surpasses many

pheromone-tuned neurons; if presented with enough odorants

or with odorants in sufficient concentration, these neurons

will also display responses to other substances (Hansson and

Stensmyr, 2011).

The closest match to the geosmin pathway is found outside

of the regular olfactory system, namely in the detection and pro-

cessing machinery for the atmospheric trace gas CO2. Although

CO2 is a fundamentally different chemical from geosmin, the

similarity in which these two stimuli are decoded is striking. In

flies, the CO2 circuit forms a functionally segregated pathway

that mediates innate avoidance. Input to the CO2 circuit is like-

wise fed by sensory neurons exclusively tuned to a single

stimulus (Suh et al., 2004). Although organized similarly, the

ecological significance of these two circuits seems to differ.

Geosmin is used by flies as a universal warning sign for the

presence of toxic compounds that are comorbid with geosmin.

The evolutionary significance of this circuit is clear: it provides

flies with a sensitive and specific means to identify unsuitable

hosts. The ecological meaning of CO2 for D. melanogaster is,

however, unclear. In fact, it is puzzling why flies would be

repelled by CO2 at all. D. melanogaster is highly adapted toward

breeding (and feeding) on substrates with high ethanol content.

Because CO2 is a ubiquitous byproduct of alcoholic fermenta-

tion, it would make an ideal cue for flies to follow when searching

for suitable hosts. Elucidating the role of CO2 from the point of

view of flies and using assays that better reflect the natural

setting should be a focus of future studies.

Circuits analogous to the geosmin pathway are a likely feature

in the olfactory systems ofmost, if not all, insects. Although these

circuits are probably similar mechanistically and functionally

(i.e., selective with regards to input, mediating innate aversion,

and abolishing attraction), the identity of the eliciting stimulus

will differ, reflecting the demands raised by the taxon-specific

ecology.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Fly Stocks

All experiments with WT D. melanogaster were carried out with the Canton-S

strain. Species other than D. melanogaster were obtained from the Drosophila

species stock center (https://stockcenter.ucsd.edu/info/welcome.php).

Transgenic lines were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila stock

center (http://flystocks.bio.indiana.edu/), except for UAS-Or22a, which was

donated by L. Vosshall (The Rockefeller University, New York) and UAS-Or56-

aRNAi, which was obtained from the Vienna RNAi stock center (http://www.

vdrc.at).

Stimuli and Chemical Analysis

All synthetic odorants tested were acquired from commercial sources (Sigma,

http://www.sigma-aldrich.com and Bedoukian, http://www.bedoukian.com)

and were of the highest purity available. (±)-Geosmin (of >97% purity) was ob-

tained from Sigma. Stimuli preparation and delivery followed Stökl et al.

(2010). The headspace collection of volatiles was carried out according to

standard procedures. S. coelicolor M145 and J3001 strains were gifts from

K. Flärdh (Lund University, Sweden) and K. Chater (John Innes Centre, UK),

respectively. P. expansumwas obtained from Centraalbureau voor Schimmel-

cultures (http://www.cbs.knaw.nl). Microorganisms were kept on strain-

specific media (HiMedia, http://www.himedialabs.com), following standard

protocols. Mammalian fecal samples were provided by the Leipzig Zoo. For

GC stimulation, 1 ml of the odor sample was injected onto a DB5 column

(Agilent Technologies, http://www.agilent.com), fitted in an Agilent 6890 GC,

equipped with a four-arm effluent splitter (Gerstel, www.gerstel.com), and

operated as previously described (Stökl et al., 2010) except for the tempera-

ture increase, which was set at 15�C min�1. GC-separated components were

introduced into a humidified airstream (200 ml min�1) directed toward the

antennae of a mounted fly. Signals from OSNs and FID were recorded

simultaneously. GC-MS analysis was performed as previously described

(Stökl et al., 2010).

Behavioral Assays

T-maze experiments were conducted as shown in Figure 1B, with flies starved

for 4 hr prior to experiments with water provided ad libitum. The response

index (RI) was calculated as (O-C)/T, where O is the number of flies in the

baited arm, C is the number of flies in the control arm, and T is the total number

of flies used in the trial. The resulting index ranges from �1 (complete avoid-

ance) to 1 (complete attraction). Trap assay experiments (Figure S4A) were

performed as described in Stökl et al. (2010) with RI calculated as above.

The Flywalk experiments followed protocols outlined in Steck et al. (2012)

(Figure 5A). Survival was measured for individual flies (males and females,

except for tests with J3001, in which only females were examined), which

were kept for 5 days (at 23�C) in glass tubes (16 3 100 mm) with metal caps

containing 1-week-old cultures of S. coelicolor or P. expansum grown on

yeast-containing media (HiMedia). Oviposition experiments were carried out

as shown in Figure 6B. Oviposition index was calculated as (O-C)/(O+C),

where O is the number of eggs on a baited plate, and C is the number of
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eggs on a control plate. Feeding experiments were conducted as described in

Figure 6G. A feeding index was calculated as (O-C)/(O+C), where O is the

amount of food consumed from odorous solutions, and C is the amount

from control sucrose-only solutions.

Physiology and Morphology

Electroantennogram (EAG) recordings were performed following standard

procedures (e.g., Stökl et al., 2010). For SSR measurements, the recording

electrode and the reference electrode (inserted into the eye) were positioned

under a microscope (Olympus BX51W1; http://www.olympus.com). The

recording electrode was positioned by using a motorized, piezo-translator-

equipped micromanipulator (Märzhauser DC-3K/PM-10; http://www.

marzhauser.com/de/). The signal was amplified (Syntech UN-06, http://

www.syntech.nl), digitally converted (Syntech IDAC-4), and finally visualized

and analyzed by using Syntech AutoSpike v3.2. CHO cells stably expressing

dOrco (Trenzyme, http://www.trenzyme.com) were transiently transfected

with dOr56a/pcDNA3.1(�) or dOr33a/pcDNA3.1(�) by using a Roti-Fect

transfection kit (Carl Roth, http://www.carlroth.com) as described (Sargsyan

et al., 2011). Ca2+ imaging of CHO cells was performed as described (Wicher

et al., 2008). The functional imaging of odor-induced glomerular activity was

conducted as outlined in Stökl et al. (2010). Patch-clamp recording was per-

formed as previously described (Seki et al., 2010), except that in vivo prepara-

tion was used, and odor stimuli were given. Preparation followed Stökl et al.

(2010), with the exception that the neurolemma was removed to allow the

recording electrode access to the cell bodies of the PNs. Spike analysis,

immunohistochemistry, laser scanning microscopy, and 3D reconstructions

were performed as previously described (Seki et al., 2010).

Statistics and Bioinformatics

Estimates of the selection pressure were done by maximum likelihood as

implemented in PAML (Yang, 1997). Additional orthologs of Or56a were iden-

tified via TBLASTN searches of draft genomes (courtesy of modENCODE/

Baylor College of Medicine), downloaded from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

bioproject/63477.
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Figure S1. Molecular Function of Or56a, Related to Figure 2

(A) Color coded [Ca2+]i (scaling bar, nM) in a CHO cell expressingOr56a andOrco before and 10 s after application of saline (control), geosmin (50 mM) and VUAA1

(100 mM).

(B) Representative SSR traces from control ab4 sensilla (top two traces) and from an ab4 sensillum with reduced levels of Or56a (bottom trace). Expression of

RNAi directed against Or56a in ab4B OSNs (blue spikes) abolishes the response to geosmin (10�3). Duration of the stimulus delivery (0.5 s) is marked by the

black bar.

(C) Raw images from the same recording as in Figure 2G.

(D) Silencing ab4B neurons, via Shibirets, does not abolish aversion toward benzaldehyde (10�2 dilution). Significant differences are denoted by letters (ANOVA

followed by Tukey’s test; p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM.
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(B) Tuning curve for the ab4A neuron type based on a screen of 103 synthetic substances.
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Spike traces from a DA2 PN following odor stimulation. Only geosmin elicits any response.
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Figure S4. T-Maze and Trap Assay Choice Experiments with a Vinegar and Geosmin Mix, Related to Figure 5

(A) Schematic drawing of the trap assay (Larsson et al., 2004) used in panel (B). For each trial,�50 flies were placed inside the test boxes. Number of flies in and

outside traps was then counted after 24 hr (for further details, see Stökl et al. [2010] and Knaden et al. [2012]).

(B) Response index of wt flies given a choice between balsamic vinegar and balsamic vinegar additionally containing 10�3 geosmin in the trap assay. Deviation of

the response index against zero was tested with a Student’s t test (p < 0.05). Error bar represent SEM.

(C) Response indices of wt flies to balsamic vinegar and balsamic vinegar containing geosmin (10�3) in the T-maze assay. Star denotes significant difference

(Student’s t test p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM.
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Response index of flies given a choice between wt (M145) S. coelicolor and the J3001 strain in the olfactory choice trap assay (Figure S4A). Star denotes

significant difference (Student’s t test p < 0.05). Error bar represent SEM.
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Figure S6. Molecular and Physiological Properties of the ab4 Type Sensillum across Related Drosophilids, Related to Figure 7

(A) Phylogenetic relationship of the examined species.

(B) Phylogenetic tree of Or56a orthologs from 19 species. The tree was constructed with RAxML from a Muscle alignment. Scale bar represents number of

substitutions per site.

(C) Estimation of the selection pressure acting upon Or56a. Plot shows dN/dS ratios (obtained through PAML, model M8) for all codons, here plotted on the

sequence of D. melanogaster. TM1-7 indicates putative locations of transmembrane domains (estimated with HMMTOP/TMHMM). Star denotes site under

significant positive selection (Bayes Empirical Bayes).

(D) Response profile of neurons (n = 3) paired with the geosmin responsive neurons shown in Figure 6. Error bars represent SEM.
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The CCHamide 1 receptor modulates
sensory perception and olfactory
behavior in starved Drosophila
Abu Farhan1, JyotasanaGulati2, EwaldGrobe-Wilde1, Heiko Vogel3, Bill S. Hansson1*&Markus Knaden1*

1Department of Evolutionary Neuroethology, Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology, 2Department of Molecular Ecology, Max
Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology, 3Department of Entomology, Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology, Hans-Knöll-Str. 8,
07749 Jena, Germany.

The olfactory response of the vinegar fly Drosophila melanogaster to food odor is modulated by starvation.
Here we show that this modulation is not restricted to food odors and their detecting sensory neurons but
rather increases the behavioral response to odors as different as food odors, repellents and pheromones. The
increased behavioral responsiveness is paralleled by an increased physiological sensitivity of sensory
neurons regardless whether they express olfactory or ionotropic receptors and regardless whether they are
housed in basiconic, coeloconic, or trichoid sensilla. Silencing several genes that become up-regulated under
starvation confirmed the involvement of the short neuropeptide f receptor in the starvation effect. In
addition it revealed that the CCHamide-1 receptor is another important factor governing
starvation-induced olfactory modifications.

M
odulation and plasticity are key features of all organisms for adapting to e.g. a changing environment,
stress, and food availability. Examples are blood-feeding insects, which after a blood meal switch their
olfactory preference from host odors to odors specific for oviposition sites1–3. Accompanying this

behavioral switch, receptors sensitive to lactic acid, a host-attractant substance, become desensitized1, while
receptors sensitive to odors specific for oviposition sites become more sensitive1. Similarly in the African cotton
leaf worm Spodoptera littoralis, the sensitivity of sensory neurons detecting feeding-related flower odors is down
regulated upon mating, while the sensitivity of neurons detecting oviposition-related green leaf odors is up
regulated4.We used the olfactory circuit of a well-establishedmodel,Drosophila5–8, to investigate whether feeding
status modulates the flies’ physiological and behavioral responses to odors. The main peripheral part of the
olfactory circuit ofDrosophila is housed in sensilla on the third antennal segment, where volatiles are detected via
ca. 1200 olfactory sensory neurons (OSN). TheOSNs are equipped with one of 62 olfactory receptor types and are
found in stereotyped combinations of one-to-four OSNs in three morphological types of sensilla8. Root and
coworkers showed that starvation increases the behavioral response and physiological sensitivity ofDrosophila to
the attractive food blend of apple cider and that this starvation-induced modulation is mainly governed by
increased expression of the sNPF receptor in OSNs expressing the olfactory receptor OR42b9. Here, we illustrate
that the starvation effect is neither restricted to these OSNs nor to food odors. It rather occurs in different OSN
types, which express different olfactory receptors or even an ionotropic receptor. We furthermore confirm the
role of the short neuropeptide f receptor (sNPF) and additionally establish the role of the CCHamide-1 receptor
(CCHamide1r) in governing the starvation-induced modulation of fly olfactory responses.

Starvation affects the behavior towards stimuli as distinct as food odorants, repellents and a pheromone.
Hence, starved flies found to be tuned not only to locate potential food sources from long distance, but also to
evaluate the food quality and the presence of conspecifics efficiently.

Results
Starvation-induced changes in behavior. We tested female flies in a T-maze paradigm (Fig. 1A) with the food
odorants ethyl acetate and phenyl acetaldehyde. The odorants were attractive to fed flies only at medium
concentrations and became repellent at high concentrations. However, starved flies were more strongly
attracted than fed flies to all concentrations and were not repelled by high concentrations (Fig. 1B 1 C). We
found an increased behavioral response to ethyl acetate already after few hours of starvation, but the effect
increased with prolonged starvation time (Fig. S1). Contrary to these two odorants, 2,3-butanedione, another
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food-related odor, attracted fed flies in low as well as in high
concentrations. However, again starved flies were significantly
more attracted to all concentrations tested (Fig. 1D).
In order to test whether this increased behavioral responsiveness

of starved flies was restricted to food odors only, we repeated the
experiments with benzaldehyde, a well known repellent for
Drosophila10,11. The fed flies did not respond to this odorant at low
concentrations, while the starved flies became attracted to it.
However, at high concentrations benzaldehyde repelled both starved
and fed flies (Fig. 1E). Finally we tested cis-vaccenyl acetate (cVA), a
pheromone that is involved in aggregation12, aggression13, and mat-
ing behavior14. While cVA was neutral to fed flies at all concentra-
tions, it was attractive to starved flies at high concentrations (Fig. 1F).
Since cVA regulates aggression and mating in male Drosophila, we
additionally tested males. Like females, males became attracted to
cVA only when they were starved before (Fig. 1F). To sum up,
regardless which odors we tested we found an increased responsive-
ness in starved flies. Future studies will reveal whether this increased
responsiveness of starved flies can also be observed towards odors
that are sensed by sensory neurons expressing only one specific
receptor type and are further processed via labeled lines like
described for CO2

15,16 and geosmin17.

Starvation-induced changes in peripheral olfactory sensitivity.We
next asked whether the increased behavioral responsiveness
observed in starved flies comes along with a change in
physiological sensitivity. We performed single sensillum recordings
(Fig. 2A) fromOSNs expressing themain target receptors of the same
set of odors that was used in the behavioral experiments. All odors
evoked stronger physiological responses in starved flies with the
effects being most pronounced at low odor concentrations
(Fig. 2B–F). In addition to increased spike rates after stimulation,
we found increased spontaneous firing rates (Fig. 3A and B) and
reduced response latencies in starved flies (Fig. 3C and Fig. S2).
Again, the starvation effect was found not restricted to the
detection of food odors (ethyl acetate and 2,3-butanedione both
mainly targeting Or59b in the basiconic sensilla ab2, and phenyl
acetaldehyde mainly targeting Ir84a in the coeloconic sensilla ac4,
Fig. 2B–D). It also occurred in OSNs detecting non-food odors like
benzaldehyde (Or7a in the basiconic sensilla ab4, Fig. 2E) and the
pheromone cVA (Or67d in the trichoid sensilla at1, Fig. 2F).
Therefore starvation affected all sensillum types and both receptor
types – olfactory receptors (OR) as well as ionotropic receptors (IR).
It should be pointed out here, that changes in the peripheral
sensitivity might not necessarily be sufficient to explain the
observed behavioral changes. It might well be, but was not the
subject of this study, that also higher-order neurons involved in
further processing the olfactory information and – hence – in
governing the olfactory response might be affected as well.
Interestingly, when starved flies were exposed to sucrose, the star-

vation effect was abolished and one hour after feeding, both the
behavior of the flies (Fig. 1B and F) and their sensitivity (Fig. 2B
and F) resembled that of fed flies.

Genes involved in the starvation effect.To investigate themolecular
basis of the starvation process, we compared gene expression at the

Figure 1 | Behavioral responses of starved and fed flies. A. T-maze

paradigm. 30 female flies were introduced into the center arm. Traps at the

end of the T-arms were filled with an odor (red) or with solvent only

(yellow). After 40 min flies in each trap and flies that did not enter any trap

were counted and the response index calculated as RI5 (#flies in odor trap

– #flies in solvent trap)/#total flies. B–F. Fly choice in the T-maze tested

with different concentrations of 5 odors. Grey shaded area in F, experiment

performed with male flies. Box plots give the median (black bold line), 2nd

and 3rd quartiles (box), and minima and maxima (whiskers) of twelve

replicates. Filled boxes represent experiments with significant differences

between starved and fed flies (Mann-Whitney-U test, p , 0.05); asterisks

depict experiments where the RI values differed significantly from 0 (i.e.

the odor was attractive or repellent).

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Figure 2 | Physiological responses of starved and fed flies. A. Example

spike traces from an ab2 sensillum stimulated with different

concentrations of ethyl acetate. B–F. OSN changes in spike frequencies.

(spike frequency during 1 s after stimulus onset) minus (spontaneous

spike frequency during 1 s before stimulus onset) when stimulated with

different concentrations of the same odors as in B–F. Single sensillum

recordings from starved and fed flies. Box plots summarize the results

recorded from each 10 sensilla. OSN and sensillum types are given in the

top right corner of each plot. Orange: fed flies; blue: starved flies; striped:

re-fed flies. In all cases re-fed flies were significantly different from starved

flies but not from fed flies.

Figure 3 | Spontaneous firing rate and response latencies of OSNs in
starved and fed flies. A. Examples of spontaneous spike traces fromOSNs

housed in sensillum ab2. B. Starvation-induced changes in spike

frequencies of different OSNs. C. Mean normalized response profile of

OSNs in 10 ab2A sensilla to 500 ms pulses of ethyl acetate (diluted 1027 in

paraffin oil). Average firing rate before the stimulus was set as 1. Firing

rates after the stimulus were normalized accordingly. Arrows indicate

where the response becomes significantly higher than before the stimulus

(Wilcoxon signed ranks test, N 5 10, p , 0.05, Lines, average response;

shaded areas, standard deviation).

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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level of the antenna and the brain for fed and starved flies. After
28 hours of starvation, the expression of 209 genes in the antennae
and of 999 genes in the brain was up regulated, while the expression
of 47 genes in the antennae and 372 genes in the brain was down
regulated (Table S1, FDR5 0.05).We found e.g. the expression of the
short neuropeptide F 2.3times and that of the neuropeptide allato-
statine 3.6times upregulated within the antenna, while the expression
of CCHamide was 2.5times upregulated in the brain. We next
focused on some of the genes that are known to be involved in the
synthesis of these neuropeptides (allatostatine) or of the correspond-
ing neuropeptide receptors (sNPFR1, CCHamide1r and AlstR).
We silenced these genes at the level of the OR-expressing OSNs by

using UAS-RNAi and Orco-Gal4 driver lines. We then tested if the
flies still exhibited a starvation-induced increased behavioral respon-
siveness despite the silenced target genes (Fig. 4A–C). When we
tested the behavior of starved flies to ethyl acetate (mainly detected
by OR59b) silencing allatostatine, its corresponding receptor, or the
sNPF receptor did not affect the starvation effect. Only silencing the
CCHamide1 receptor resulted in an abolished starvation effect,
suggesting a major role of CCHamide1 or its corresponding recep-
tor in starvation-induced modulation in OR59b-expressing OSNs
(Fig. 2A). Although sNPFR1 has been reported to govern the star-
vation effect (Root et al. 2011), sNPF seems not to be expressed in
OR59b18. Therefore, we did not expect that the silencing of the sNPF
receptor would affect the starvation-induced increased response to
an odorant sensed by this neuron. The picture changed when we
tested starved flies with cis-vaccenyl acetate (Fig. 2B). This com-
pound is mainly detected by OSNs carrying OR67d, the neurons that
have been shown to express sNPF18. As expected, silencing the sNPF
receptor abolished the starvation-induced increased response to
cVA, which confirms the involvement of this receptor in the star-
vation-induced modulation as shown before9. Again silencing the
CCHamide1 receptor reduced the starvation effect, emphasizing
the important role of this receptor in governing starvation-induced
modulation. As expected, silencing the sNPF or the CCHamide1
receptor in OR-expressing OSNs did not affect the flies’ responses
to phenylacetaldehyde (Fig. 4C), which is mainly detected by OSNs

expressing ionotropic receptors19. Only when we used CCHamid1r-
mutant flies (i.e. flies that lacked the receptor not only in the olfactory
but also in the ionotropic receptors), the starvation effect towards the
IR-detected odorant phenylacetaldehyde was abolished (Fig. 4C).

Discussion
Drosophila melanogaster uses olfaction to find and evaluate food
sources20. Starved flies have been shown to be more attracted and
more sensitive to the smell of cider vinegar9. Root and coworkers
showed that the starvation-induced up-regulated neuropeptide
receptor sNPFR1 in some of the OSNs activated to vinegar odor is
responsible for the increased physiological and behavioral response
to this odor.
Our finding that starved flies respond stronger to all tested odor-

ants (Fig. 1) suggests that this starvation-induced modulation of
olfaction is not restricted to food odors but is found also in the
perception of odors that are significant in other contexts, like the
repellent benzaldehyde or the pheromone cis-vaccenyl aldehyde.
Following the finding of Root and coworkers that the expression of
sNPFR1 is necessary and sufficient to explain the starvation-induced
modulation, we expected that the behavioral response towards odor-
ants that are mainly detected by neurons that do not express sNPF
should not exhibit any starvation-induced modulation.
However, the behavioral response was up-regulated upon star-

vation not only for key ligands of the sNPF expressing neuron (cis-
vaccenyl aldehyde targeting OR67d), but also for ligands of neurons
which do not express sNPF (Carlsson et al. 2010; ethyl acetate and 2,3
butanedione, both targeting OR59b; benzaldehyde targeting OR7a;
phenylacetaldehyde targeting IR84a). Hence, starved flies respond
stronger to all odorants, regardless whether they are mainly detected
by sNPFR1-expressing neurons or not. Therefore, beside the sNPF
receptor, additional factors could be involved in the starvation-
induced modulation. However most odorants are sensed by neurons
expressing different receptor types (e.g. ethyl acetate is one of the
main ligands of OR59b but is also detected by OSNs expressing 22a,
43b, and 47a6. Therefore, it cannot be ruled out that one of the

Figure 4 | Impact of neuropeptides and their corresponding receptors on the starvation-inducedmodulation. A–C. Upper panels, behavioral responses
of starved flies with silenced genes for neuropeptides or corresponding receptors to ethyl acetate (A), cis-vaccenyl acetate (B), and phenylacetaldehyde

(C). Lower panels, olfactory behavioral responses of parental lines. For T-maze paradigm and explanation of box plot representation see Fig. 1. Filled

boxes represent experiments with significant differences between mutant and wild type flies (one way ANOVA followed by tukey test, p , 0.05).
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neuron types activated by ethyl acetate expresses the sNPF receptor
and hence, governs the up-regulated behavioral response.
By performing single sensillum recordings with the same set of

odorants, that was used for the behavioral experiments, we found
that starved flies exhibit an increased physiological response to low
concentrated odorants (Fig. 2). Root and coworkers showed that in
Drosophila the olfactory-driven activity of some OSNs and the cor-
responding projection neurons increases upon starvation9, while
Farhadian and coworkers did not find any starvation-induced sens-
itization when recording from OSN that expressed OR47a21. Our
data are in accordance with Root and coworkers but are contradict-
ory to those of Farhadian and coworkers. However, one should bear
in mind that we found the strongest difference in OSN responses of
fed and starved flies when we tested odorants at low concentrations
that were by 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than the concentrations
used by Farhadian21. Therefore, we cannot say whether the conflict-
ing results are caused by the different OSN types both studies
recorded fromor are due to the starvation effect becoming significant
only at very low stimulus concentrations.
Biogenic amines have been shown to regulate a wide range of

behavior including foraging22, circadian rhythms23 and sexual inter-
actions24. In Drosophila it has been shown that sNPFR is involved in
up-regulation of olfactory sensitivity due to starvation9. However,
only about 25% of the Drosophila OSNs seem to express the sNPF
receptor25. By silencing several genes that are known to be involved in
the synthesis of neuropeptides or neuropeptide receptors, we could
confirm the involvement of the sNPF receptor (Fig. 4). However, our
observations indicate that starvation-induced modulation is not
restricted to theOSNs expressing this gene. In addition the CCHami-
de1 receptor is involved in this modulation also (Figure 4). This
explains, why OSNs – regardless whether they express ionotropic
or olfactory receptors and regardless in which sensillum type they
are housed – become sensitized upon starvation. This rather globally
working starvation effect might increase the efficiency of starved flies
to localize and evaluate food sources.

Methods
Flies. We used flies of the following lines: CantonS, UAS-s-NPFR RNAi, UAS-AST
RNAi, UAS-AST-R RNAi, UAS-CCHa1r RNAi, Or83b GAL4, Mi{ET1}CCHa1MB11962

(Bloomington).

Fly rearing and maintenance. Flies were maintained at 25uC, 70% relative humidity
under 12L512D in standard food vials (25 mm 3 95 mm) containing standard
cornmeal. Newly hatched flies (0–12 hrs old) were transferred to an odor-reduced
medium26 and from now on were kept at 20uC. The flies were transferred to fresh
medium every day in order to reduce pre-experimental olfactory experience. At the
age of 4 days, female flies were collected and starved for 28 hours in a glass vial
containing a moist bed of tissue paper (from now on referred to as ‘‘starved flies’’). A
second group of flies was kept under the same conditions but with access to 3%
sucrose (‘‘fed flies’’). A third group of flies was starved for 27 hours and had access to
3% sucrose during the subsequent hour (‘‘re-fed flies’’).

T-maze paradigm. Experiments were performed with a T-maze in which flies could
enter either a trap that contained an odor or a control trap filled with solvent (Fig. 1A,
for a detailed description see17). Thirty female flies (unless stated otherwise) were
introduced to the maze and their position was scored after 40 minutes. We calculated
the olfactory response index (RI) as described in legend of Fig. 1. The index could
range from 21 (complete avoidance) to 1 (complete attraction). A value of 0
characterizes no response, i.e. the odor is not detected or is neutral. Each experiment
was repeated 12 times and the RIs of starved and fed flies were compared with the
Mann-Whitney-U test and tested against 0 (no response) by theWilcoxon-rank-sum
test.

Single sensillum recordings. We performed single sensillum recordings from
basiconic, coeloconic, and trichoid sensilla as described by7. Odor stimulation was
performed as described by18 with slight modifications. A glass tube ended 15 mm
from the antenna and supplied humidified air (9 ml/min). Odors were diluted in
paraffin oil. In order to avoid cross-contamination, we used disposable pasture
pipettes to add the odor stimuli (head space of 10 ml of the diluted odor on filter paper,
duration 500 ms, controlled via Syntech CS55). All chemicals used in this study were
delivered by Sigma-Aldrich (Stenheim, Germany) with the highest purity available
(90–99%). Spike frequencies were analyzed for one second before and after the
stimulation onset with the software Auto Spike v 3.2 (Syntech, Hilversum, The

Netherlands). The response was calculated as spike frequency after stimulation –
spike frequency before stimulation. The identification of different OSNs in a single
sensillum was performed by spike sorting, i.e. based on differences in the spike
amplitudes.

RNA extraction and microarray analysis. Both for starved and fed flies RNA
extraction was done four times each with 100 Antennae and 50 brains from 50 flies
using the Qiagen RNA extraction kit. RNA concentration was measured
photometrically with a NanoDrop ND-1000 and RNA quality and integrity was
controlled with the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. RNA was labeled with cyanine 3-CTP
dye using the Low RNA Input Linear Amplification kit according to manufacturer
instructions (Agilent Technologies). Labelled amplified cRNA samples were analyzed
on a Nanodrop spectrophotometer using the microarray function and used for
microarray hybridization at 65uC for 17 hours. Slides were washed, treated in
stabilization and drying solution, scanned with the Agilent Microarray Scanner, and
data was extracted with Agilent Feature Extraction software version 9.1. The resulting
gene expression profiles were analyzed using GeneSpring GX software (Silicon
Genetics, Redwood City, CA). Raw intensities were normalized using the 75th
percentile value and log2 and baseline transformed prior statistical analysis. We
performed the implemented t-test for comparing two samples at a time and corrected
the p-value for multiple testing. The microarray data with each probe name was
deposited in the NCBI GEO database (accession number GSE48077).
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The CCHamide 1 receptor modulates sensory perception and olfactory behavior in 

starved Drosophila
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Decoding Odor Attraction and Intensity in the Drosophila brain
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HIGHLIGHTS 

- iPNs constitute an independent inhibitory processing pathway to the LH exclusively 

- iPNs mediate odor attraction behavior and are necessary for odor-intensity discrimination 

- the LH can be subdivided into odor response domains decoding distinct odor features 

- iPNs decode odor features like positive hedonic valence and odor-intensity information 

 

 

 

SUMMARY 

To accurately reflect their sensory environment, animals create internal neural maps encoding the 

entire raw information of the external stimulus space. For optimal navigation, decision-relevant 

information has to be extracted from the primary neural code. We have characterized an olfactory 

processing stream, comprised of inhibitory projection neurons (iPNs) decoding positive valence as 

well as odor-intensity information from the topographic antennal lobe (AL) activity code into the 

lateral horn (LH). The iPN population is split into two neuronal subgroups conveying either of the 

features towards the LH exclusively. Selectively silencing inhibitory transmitter release of iPNs 

severely diminished general attraction behavior and disturbed odor-intensity discrimination. 

Functional imaging further disclosed an independent LH domain tuned to repulsive odors exclusively 

comprised of ventrolateral protocerebrum neurons. Our data demonstrate a spatial and functional 

arrangement of the LH, decoding olfactory information of opposite hedonic valence and intensity. 

This study elucidates the LH role as the center for innate decisions by adding an inhibitory processing 

stream decoding decisive odor features. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Sensory systems have to fulfill three essential tasks to provide animals with the capability to navigate 

their environment in a way optimizing survival and reproduction. First, the external world has to be 

translated into an internal representation in form of an accurate neural map. A common design 

principle of sensory systems is to generate a topographic map, which ideally encodes the stimulus’ 

identity (identity coding) as well as characteristic features like intensity and spatiotemporal properties. 

Second, the neural map has to be readable and interpretable, i.e., the generated neural code must allow 

a fast and ultimate feature extraction of common attributes across stimuli. The extracted feature 

information must be re-integrated into downstream areas of the network to enable the animal to make 

appropriate behavioral decisions (Sachse and Galizia, 2006) (decoding relevant information). Third, 

the animal has to be able to adapt to environmental changes and to assign meaning to new stimuli 

important for its orientation and survival (sensory memory formation) (reviewed in Harris et al., 2001; 

Heisenberg, 2003; Pasternak and Greenlee, 2005). 



Many studies have been dedicated to unravel primary translation into neuronal representations within 

various sensory systems (amongst others reviewed in Manni and Petrosini, 2004; Vosshall and 

Stocker, 2007; Sanes and Zipursky, 2010) and to elucidate neuronal plasticity and sensory memory 

formation in higher processing centers (Heisenberg, 2003; Pasternak and Greenlee, 2005). In contrast, 

feature extraction and integration of stimulus modalities towards a final behavioral output have been 

studied mainly in the visual system (Bausenwein et al., 1992; Livingstone and Hubel, 1988), while it 

remains an open question how the olfactory system accomplishes these crucial functions. 

The olfactory system of the vinegar fly Drosophila melanogaster provides an excellent model for 

deciphering general olfactory processing mechanisms, since it displays remarkable similarities to the 

mammalian system, but is reduced in numerical complexity and is highly genetically tractable. Like 

other sensory systems, the olfactory system employs a topographic map to translate chemosensory 

space into neuronal activity patterns in the brain. This map emerges due to a strict convergence of all 

olfactory sensory neurons (OSN) expressing the same chemosensory receptor into one exclusive 

glomerulus in the primary olfactory neuropil, the antennal lobe (AL) (equivalent to the olfactory bulb 

in mammals) (Axel, 1995; Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997; Stocker et al., 1990; Vosshall et al., 1999). 

Glomeruli represent the functional and morphological units of the AL and form specific microcircuits, 

where OSNs are connected to multiglomerular local interneurons (LNs) (granule cells in mammals) 

and to glomerulus-specific secondary output neurons, termed excitatory projection neurons (ePNs) in 

insects and mitral/ tufted cells in mammals (Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005; 

Stocker et al., 1997). 

The stringent spatial arrangement of OSNs and ePNs in the AL generates a topographic map with 

characteristic glomerular activity patterns for any odorant (Vosshall et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2003a). 

Uniglomerular ePNs produce acetylcholine (ACh) and convey the olfactory information to higher 

brain centers like the mushroom body calyx (MBc) and the lateral horn (LH) of the protocerebrum 

(Stocker et al., 1997). The MBc is involved in olfactory memory formation (Heisenberg, 2003), and 

thus enables contextualization of the odor space (Caron et al., 2013). By exclusion, the LH is believed 

to be involved in innate olfactory behavior (De Belle JS, 1994; Jefferis et al., 2007). Excitatory PNs 

retain the sensory information encoded in the AL and form, depending on the cognate glomerulus, 

stereotype axonal terminal fields in the LH (Marin et al., 2002; Tanaka et al., 2004; Wong et al., 

2002). Regarding a topographic map in the LH, a compartmentalization was found only between fruit 

and pheromone odor information processing ePNs (Jefferis et al., 2007). The biological values of these 

two odor groups are consequently extracted from the identity-code in the AL and represented in the 

LH separately. Nevertheless, ePNs mainly transfer odor identity information, which can be 

contextualized within the MBc and integrated into the LH. 

Like many other sensory networks, the olfactory circuit of the fly contains spatially distinct pathways 

to the higher brain (Galizia and Rössler, 2010). This tract, labeled by the enhancer trap line MZ699-



GAL4, projects from the AL to the LH exclusively and consists of ~45 presumably inhibitory PNs 

(iPNs) exhibiting multiglomerular AL innervations (Ito et al., 1997; Lai et al., 2008; Okada et al., 

2009). As shown for the visual system, this parallel pathway might allow a dual processing of distinct 

odorant features along the ePN odor-identity pathway. The multiglomerular AL pattern of iPNs gives 

rise to the assumption that these potentially perform the necessary task of feature extraction from the 

glomerular code and re-integrate this information into the LH network to finally configure odorant-

based decision-making. 

We dissected the inhibitory olfactory processing pathway morphologically, functionally and 

behaviorally and revealed that iPNs indeed play a crucial role in olfactory coding. We demonstrate 

that multiglomerular GABAergic iPNs are subdivided into two spatially and functionally segregated 

groups; one extracting positive hedonic valence and one extracting intensity information from the AL. 

At the LH level, these iPNs remain separated and converge into discrete LH zones, constituting 

functional domains decoding the transferred odor features via feed-forward inhibition. Selective 

silencing of the inhibitory properties of iPNs abolished odor attraction behavior and severely impeded 

odor concentration discrimination. Our findings strongly support a model of two parallel processing 

streams towards the LH: one excitatory stream integrating odorant identity and a parallel inhibitory 

processing stream, extracting positive odorant valence and intensity. We furthermore substantiated the 

hypothesis of a feature-based, spatially segregated activity in the LH (Jefferis et al., 2007) by 

discovering an iPN-independent repulsion-selective (negative hedonic valence) LH domain formed by 

third-order neurons. 

We have thus expanded the role of the LH as a center for integrating behaviorally relevant olfactory 

information towards innate decision-making with a second dimension of iPNs integrating attraction 

and intensity information in the higher brain. 



RESULTS 

iPNs receive cholinergic AL input and provide feed-forward inhibition to the LH 

To unravel the role of iPNs within the olfactory circuitry, we first analyzed their morphological 

properties. Cell bodies of iPNs are exclusively located in the ventral cell cluster, leading to a clear 

separation from ePNs labeled by GH146-GAL4 (Marin et al., 2002; Stocker et al., 1990, 1997). 

The complete ventral somata cluster consists of ~50 iPNs (Lai et al., 2008), which project via the 

medial antennocerebral tract (mACT) to the LH exclusively, thereby bypassing the mushroom body 

calyx (MBc) (Ito et al., 1997) (Figure 1A). In contrast, somata of ePNs are located anterodorsally and 

laterally of the AL and their axons project through the inner antennocerebral tract (iACT) to the MBc 

prior to terminating in the LH (Stocker et al., 1997). A very low number of ePNs project via the outer 

antennocerebral tract (oACT) to the LH prior to terminating in the MBc (Hildebrand and Shepherd, 

1997; Lai et al., 2008). To analyze morphological features of both neuronal populations, we labeled 

iPNs and ePNs simultaneously in vivo (Figure 1A). Reporter expression is clearly separated within the 

complete brain, but olfactory neuropils show common innervations in the AL and the LH. 

Interestingly, only a small posterior-lateral LH area is dominated by ePN innervations (Figure 1A, 

Figure S1A). In GH146 positive (GH146+) PNs, immunolabeling reveal GABA production in all ~6 

PNs of the ventral cell cluster (Wilson and Laurent, 2005), whereas ePNs in this line are exclusively 

cholinergic (Shang et al., 2007; Yasuyama et al., 2003). For the ~45 MZ699 positive (MZ699+) iPNs, 

GAD1 (glutamic acid decarboxylase) in situ hybridizations imply GABA synthesis (Okada et al., 

2009), which we verified via immunostainings (Figure S1B). Hence, all iPNs do with high probability 

produce the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA and therefore have a contrary effect on postsynaptic 

neurons compared to cholinergic ePNs (Figure 1B). 

To determine the polarity of both PN populations, we expressed two reporter proteins enabling us to 

identify neuronal input and output sites. The construct UAS-D 7:mcherry marks postsynaptic input 

sites by labeling ACh receptors (AChR) (Figure 1C, C’) while UAS-Synaptotagmin:hemagglutinin 

(Syt:HA) labels presynaptic terminals (Figure 1D, D’) (Robinson et al., 2002). Both neuronal 

populations reveal dense D 7:mcherry fluorescence in the AL, indicating the AL as the cholinergic 

input region for both PN types (Figure 1C). Interestingly, the D 7:mcherry signal intensity varies 

among different glomeruli, e.g. the pheromone glomerulus DA1 gives a highly enriched signal in 

ePNs as well as iPNs, most likely caused by dense dendritic innervations. In the LH, the AChR-

reporter was detected only in third-order lateral horn neurons (LHNs), and exhibits high fluorescence 

intensity in GH146+ LHNs (Ruta et al., 2010) and lower intensity in MZ699+ LHNs (Figure 1C’). 

Nevertheless, both PN types reveal no D 7::mcherry signal in the LH. Thus, iPNs and ePNs receive 

excitatory cholinergic input in the AL only, and are most probably directly driven by OSN input. 

 



 

Figure 1. Characterization of ePN and iPN innervations and input and output sites 

(A) Simultaneous labeling of MZ699-GAL4;G-CaMP and GH146-QF;dtTomato in vivo reveals separated 

projections to the LH. All iPNs labeled by MZ699 and iPNs labeled by GH146 bypass the MBc and 

innervate the LH exclusively. MZ699 labels a few LHNs projecting via the posterior lateral fascicle (plF) 

from the ventrolateral protocerebrum (vlP) to the LH. (B) Schematic drawing of the connectivity relay from 

the AL to higher brain centers (right hemisphere) involving the enhancer trap lines GH146 and MZ699. 

ePNs are indicated in magenta, iPNs in green, and LHNs in orange. (C) Whole mount and vibratome 

immunostainings in flies carrying UAS-D 7:mcherry as a marker for AChRs and G-CaMP as a neuronal 

marker either in MZ699-GAL4 (upper lane) or GH146-GAL4 (lower lane), in the AL (C) and the LH (C’). 

Nc82 was employed as a neuronal background staining of the complete brain. The asterisk denotes the DA1 

glomerulus and the arrowhead somata of ventral PNs at the AL and LHNs at the LH, respectively. (D) 

Analogous immunostainings in flies carrying UAS-Syt:HA as a marker for presynapses in MZ699-GAL4 

(upper lane) or GH146-GAL4 (lower lane), in the AL (D) and the LH (D’). Scale bar, 20 m. 



Analysis of theoutput site reveals a dense distribution of presynaptic terminals for both PN lines in the 

LH (Figure 1D’). Syt:HA signals of ePNs in the AL verify AL-restricted synapto-pHluorin 

localization in GH146+ PNs (Ng et al., 2002) and therefore likely represent ACh-releasing sites in the 

AL (Wilson and Mainen, 2006)(Figure 1D). In contrast, presynaptic terminals of iPNs are almost 

absent in the AL, indicating a lack of feedback inhibition in the primary olfactory neuropil (Figure 

1D). Weak signals could derive from transported Syt:HA molecules through main axonal iPN tracts. 

We verified these observations with the presynaptic reporter UAS-brp::mcherry in MZ699-GAL4 in 

vivo (data not shown). 

Altogether our results show that ePNs receive cholinergic input in the AL and release the excitatory 

neurotransmitter ACh in both MBc and LH, but also in the AL (Figure 1A). In contrast, the 

morphologically well separated iPN population exhibits a unidirectional polarity, receiving excitatory 

input in the AL and releasing the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA in the LH exclusively. 

 

iPN dendrites collect sensory information from two-thirds of the AL glomeruli 

Since both PN subtypes receive OSN input, we analyzed the precise glomerular distribution of neurite 

innervations to unravel iPN selectivity of information acquisition in the AL (Figure 2A). To allow 

glomerulus identification in vivo, we generated a transgenic fly with a constitutively fluorescent-

labeled neuropil. This fly carries the construct elav-n-synaptobrevin:DsRed (END1-2), which enables 

expression of the presynaptically targeted fusion protein under control of the neuron-specific elav 

promotor (Figure 2B). To visualize the glomerular background, both enhancer trap lines were 

combined with the END1-2 construct (Figure S2A). Reliable validation of identified glomeruli was 

achieved by double labeling of the glomerular ensemble of both PN populations simultaneously. 

Reconstruction and assignment of all AL glomeruli (Figure 2C) provided a total number of 53 

glomeruli, of which 75% are innervated by MZ699+ iPNs (40) and only 58% (31) are covered by 

GH146+ ePNs. Thus, GH146+ uniglomerular ePNs cover barely half of the AL. Other, GH146- ePNs 

are covered by distinct enhancer trap lines (Lai et al., 2008). Nevertheless, altogether 43% of all 

glomeruli are innervated by both lines. Moreover, compared to multiglomerular LNs, dendritic MZ699 

innervation density is not homogeneously distributed. Certain glomeruli are densely innervated, in 

particular DM2, DM5, VM2, whereas others do not reveal any postsynaptic terminals, e.g. DL1, DL5. 

The glomeruli V, VC2, VC5, VM1 and the IR-glomerulus “arm” are not innervated by any of the lines 

(for a detailed tabulation see Figure S1) (Silbering et al., 2011). Interestingly, two densely iPN-

innervated glomeruli (DM2, DM5) were previously classified as attraction-coding at the ePN level, 

while two aversion-coding glomeruli (DL1, DL5) were not innervated at all (Knaden et al., 2012). 



This analysis revealed that iPN innervation comprises a major portion of the AL, but nevertheless 

exhibits a high selectivity in targeting specific glomerular subsets, hinting at a relevant function for 

odor processing within the olfactory network. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Detailed glomerular innervations of 

ePNs and iPNs in the AL3 

(A) Schematic drawing of the olfactory circuitry 

(right hemisphere) with outlined input site (AL).  

(B) Complete glomerular assignment of the AL 

neuropil (right AL), labeled with END1-2. Indicated 

are deep levels (ventral, medial) of the AL and a 

dorsal view onto the AL.  

(C) Glomerular reconstructions of the innervation of 

both PN populations related to in vivo images in 

(Figure S3A). Depicted are the ventral level (~ -40 

m), the medial level (~ -20 m) and the view from 

dorsal onto the AL. Color annotation: blue glomeruli 

are not innervated by one of the used GAL4-lines 

and only labeled by END1-2 (top and middle row), 

green glomeruli are innervated by MZ699 iPNs (top 

row) or magenta by GH46 ePNs (middle row), in the 

lowest panel: blue glomeruli are not innervated by 

both lines, green glomeruli are innervated by MZ699 

iPNs exclusively or magenta by GH46 ePNs 

exclusively, white glomeruli are innervated by both 

PN types or enhancer trap lines. Scale bar, 20 m. 



LH calcium signals are odor-specific, stereotypic and spatially segregated in distinct response 

domains 

Probabilistic synaptic density maps of GH146+ PNs (Jefferis et al., 2007) indicated regionalized 

neuronal activity in the LH. Do iPNs exhibit a comparable segregation of odor representation in the 

LH? We expressed the Ca2+ -sensitive reporter G-CaMP3.0 (Tian et al., 2009) in MZ699-GAL4 and 

performed functional imaging in the LH (Figure 3A, B). We initially tested if odors evoke Ca2+-signals 

in general in the LH area and applied the following three odors: acetoin acetate, an attractive 

byproduct of the yeast fermentation process (Magee and Kosaric, 1987), balsamic vinegar, an 

attractive odor mixture, for which the OSN activity pattern is well investigated (Semmelhack and 

Wang, 2009) and benzaldehyde, a well-known fly repellant (Keene et al., 2004). Taking concentration 

dependency into account, high (1:1000), median (1:100) and low (1:10) concentrations were applied. 

We indeed observed odor evoked Ca2+-activity in clearly separated regions of the LH (Figure 3C, 

Figure S3A). Acetoin acetate and balsamic vinegar evoked Ca2+-activity in spatially similar regions. 

At higher concentrations, an additional region was recruited. Benzaldehyde elicited no response at 

very low concentrations. However, at median and high concentrations a third region, which is 

completely separated from the regions activated by acetoin acetate and balsamic vinegar, was 

activated with increasing signal-intensity. Thus, spatial patterns of Ca2+-responses in the LH area are 

odor-specific. Moreover, observed patterns were clearly reproducible and stereotypic for individual 

odors and concentrations, as shown for the stimulation with 1-octen-3-ol, which evoked a pattern 

potentially comprising all regions activated by the other odors (Figure 3D). Hence, odor-specific 

spatial activity patterns and signal intensity in the LH are consistent across animals. 

Due to the lack of morphological landmarks in the LH, functional data was analyzed using the pattern 

recognition algorithm Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NNMF), which automatically extracts 

spatial areas possessing a common distinct time-course, further termed LH odor response domains 

(ORD). NNMF analysis extracted three clearly reproducible and spatially robust ORDs (Figure 3E). 

Remarkably, ORDs occupying common temporal kinetics (Figure S3C, C’) exhibited a highly 

stereotypic spatial pattern. Corresponding to their anatomical positions, we termed the ORDs LH-PM 

(LH-posterior-medial), LH-AM (LH-anterior-medial) and LH-AL (LH-anterior-lateral). 

To validate our observations and to get a more accurate insight into ORD-activity, we extended our 

stimulus battery to 11 additional odorants at three concentrations. Odorants were chosen according to 

chemical classes, hedonic valence and biological value. Hence, the odor set included acids, lactones, 

terpenes, aromatics, alcohols, esters, ketones and the natural blend balsamic vinegar. Some of these 

odors have been shown to be highly attractive, e.g. -butyrolactone, 2,3 butanedione, propionic acid, 

or strongly aversive, e.g. benzaldehyde and 1-octen-3-ol (Knaden et al., 2012). Notably, analyzing the 

complete odor set still revealed neuronal activity exclusively within the three described ORDs (Figure 

3E). Median NNMF-extracted Ca2+ -activity traces with indicated statistical quartiles furthermore  



 



illustrated very low variability and high reproducibility of LH responses (Figure 3F). The global 

responsiveness within separated ORDs in the LH substantiates our anatomical results of a broad 

cholinergic AL input, which evidently converges into a highly ordered regionalized LH activity. In 

general, LH-AL and LH-PM showed the highest median activities. The LH-PM revealed chiefly 

constant odor-evoked activity across concentrations. In contrast, the LH-AM domain was mainly 

activated at very high odor concentrations, which was in particular manifested in the Ca2+ response 

patterns to acetoin acetate and acetic acid. A similar phenomenon was observed for the LH-AL 

domain but in response to different odorants. 

In summary we demonstrate that neuronal activity in the LH is highly reproducible, stereotypic, and 

spatially separated into three distinct ORDs, exhibiting characteristic time courses. 

 

iPNs innervating two large AL regions converge into two distinct odor response domains 

The clearly separated odor representation within few ORDs implies that the separation might already 

be reflected in axonal terminations of neurons in the LH. We thus examined if already a physical 

segregation within the iPN population provided the neuronal substrate for the highly regionalized Ca2+ 

activity observed in the LH neuropil. Furthermore, investigating individual neurons allowed an insight 

into a possible segmentation of the glomerular input deriving from the AL, comparable to the ePN 

partition. To analyze iPNs at the single neuron level, we performed neural tracing by employing  

Figure 3. Odors evoke specific and stereotypic calcium responses in the LH subdivided into three 

distinct odor response domains 

(A) Schematic drawing of the olfactory circuit (right hemisphere) with the investigated neuropil highlighted 

(iPN output site, LH). 

(B) RAW image of the lateral horn (top picture) depicting the recorded area of figures (C) - (E) and the 

corresponding false color image (bottom picture) of the same region during the application of the solvent 

control. The F/F scale bar applies for all false color coded pictures in (C)-(D) , the alpha-bar for the pixel 

participation xk of the indicated colors applies for (E)-(F). 

(C) Representative LH calcium responses ( F/F %) of acetoin acetate, balsamic vinegar and benzaldehyde at 

three concentrations. Spatial odor responses are distinct and distinguishable between different odorants. 

Numbers in the lower right corner of any image in (C) and (D) indicates the individual maximum. 

(D) Reproducibility of odor-evoked spatial calcium responses ( F/F %) are exemplarily depicted for 1-octen-

3ol-stimulated activity at three concentrations in four animals.  

(E) NNMF-extracted LH ORDs of four representative animals: three LH ORDs were fully reproducible 

extracted throughout all measured animals. Domains classified as identical are similarly color-coded: the green 

response domain located in the posterior-medial region of the LH is termed LH-PM; blue, located anterior-

medial: LH-AM and red in the anterior-lateral LH area: LH-AL. The alpha-bar for green, blue and red shades 

is placed in (B). 

(F) Schematic outlines of the LH with indicated response domains (left). For filled domains in outlines, the 

corresponding median activity traces of all odors at three concentrations are depicted in the (right) main part of 

(F). Shadows represent lower and upper quartiles, respectively (n = 6-7 animals for each odor and 

concentration). 



 

photoactivatable GFP (PA-GFP) (Datta et al., 2008; Patterson and Lippincott-Schwartz, 2002; Ruta et 

al., 2010). Photoconvertion of all MZ699+ neurons leaving the AL confirmed the homogeneous 

distribution of iPN neurites in the LH and the sparse innervation of the posterior-lateral region as 

already mentioned above (Figure 4A, Figure S1A). After entering the LH neuropil at ~46 m below its 

Figure 4. iPNs can be classified 

according to their projection 

pattern in three distinct LH zones 

(A) Complete iPN population 

labeled with PA-GFP (left image), 

the circle indicates the posterior-

lateral region and the arrowhead the 

final common projection point of 

iPN axons. Middle image: vlPNs 

projecting from the vlP to the LH 

via the plF. Right image: exemplary 

single iPN, labeled by 

photoconverting PA-GFP in a soma 

(arrow) located ventral to the AL. 

Scale bar, 20 m. 

(B) Framed images (left): all iPNs 

projecting to the LH-PM zone with 

outlined olfactory neuropils. View 

from dorsal (left) and lateral (right).  

Right part shows two exemplary 

registered individual iPNs. 

(C) iPNs projecting into the LH-AM 

zone, images are arranged as in B. 

(D) vlPNs projecting to the LH-AL 

zone with outlined olfactory 

neuropils. View from dorsal (left) 

and lateral (right). 

(E) Combination of all registered 

neurons with outlined determined 

LH zones. 

(F) Dual combinations of registered 

neurons. 



most dorsal point, mACT axons diverge from the center into almost the complete LH neuropil (Figure 

S1A). 

Next we illuminated PA-GFP in single somata to trace individual iPNs. Diffusion of the 

photoconverted GFP molecule selectively labeled single neurons from the soma up to the furthermost 

axonal terminals. Individual iPNs were reconstructed and transformed into a reference brain using the 

segmentation software AMIRA (Figure 4B). The END1-2 background enabled an accurate alignment 

of neurons from different specimens into the reference brain architecture. Our results confirm the 

morphological stereotypy among iPNs as described by Lai et al. (Lai et al., 2008; data not shown). 

Interestingly, individual iPNs diverge from the LH center into two opposing regions of the neuropil 

(Figure 4C). As expected from the extracted ORDs, one group diverged to the posterior-medial LH 

zone (LH-PM), while a second group of neurons extended their axonal terminations exclusively within 

the anterior-medial zone of the LH (LH-AM). Illuminating a small fraction of the posterior lateral 

fascicle (plF), which consists of axons of 4-6 ventrolateral protocerebral neurons (vlPNs), revealed a 

bifurcation of these third-order neurons into the anterior-lateral zone (LH-AL). Dual combinations of 

all registered neuron types within the assigned zones revealed that iPNs of the LH-AM and vlPNs of 

the LH-AL clearly intermingle (Figure 4F). 

Regarding the branching pattern in the AL, we did not observe any clear multi- or panglomerular 

innervations that span the entire AL, as has been observed for some LN populations (Chou et al., 

2010; Seki et al., 2010). Instead, iPNs develop oligoglomerular patterns comprising only a small 

subset of 3-6 glomeruli, which are not necessarily in close proximity. Dendritic patterns of single 

neurons revealed a variety of shapes and densities and likewise glomerular ramifications spanned from 

very sparse to broad. Nevertheless, having classified all registered neurons according to their LH 

zones, we indeed observed a segregation of iPN dendritic fields in the AL. Whereas LH-PM iPNs 

extended dendrites merely into the ventromedial area of the AL, comprising e.g. the VM2 and DM4 

glomerulus, iPNs targeting the LH-AM zone were mainly connected to glomeruli within a broader AL 

region ranging from dorsolateral to ventrocentral, comprising e.g. the glomeruli DA1 and DC3. 

Combination of all designated iPNs for both LH zones revealed a clear restriction of axonal terminal 

fields within the defined LH zones as well as a spatial subdivision of these neurons in the AL (Figure 

4E, F). 



   

Figure 5. Distinct ORDs in the LH constitute neuronal activity of iPNs and third-order vlPNs 

(A) PA-GFP labeled second- and third-order olfactory neurons of GH146-GAL4 and MZ699-GAL4.  

75-85 uniglomerular ePNs (magenta) project via the iACT to the MBc and terminate in the LH, 4-6 iPNs 

project via the mACT directly to the LH. Approximately 45, mainly oligoglomerular, iPNs labeled by 

MZ699 (green) project via the mACT to the LH. Approximately four MZ699 labeled third-order vlPNs 

(yellow) project into the vlP and via the plF to the LH. The overlay image depicts a pseudo-merge image of 

the distinct labeled GAL4 driver lines to illustrate the connectivity relay in the LH region covered by MZ699 

and GH146. 

(B) Schematic outline of the olfactory circuit with integrated microlesion-layout. After simultaneous Ca2+-

imaging of bilateral LHs, the ipsilateral plF and contralateral mACT was ablated (dashed red arrow and 

zigzag line) using infrared light and subsequently the same odor set imaged post-lesion. 

(C) Projection images of a 7 m stack of the LH area prior and post photoablation. Left images plF severed, 

right image mACT severed. The ablated region is indicated by the tip of the dashed red arrowhead in the 

bottom image. Scale bar, 20 m. 

(D) Bar plot displaying the median percental change of F/F (%) values for the indicated ORDs prior to post 

ablation of the mACT (green) and the plF (orange). For the percental change calculation within an ORD all 

odors were included, that evoked a response above 10% prior photoablation: LH-PM (n=4-8), LH-AM (n=6-

12), LH-AL (n=5-10). Deviation of ORD Ca2+-activity was tested with a paired Student’s t test. (n=5-10) 

Error bars represent SEM. 

(E) ORD activity of three odors in one exemplary animal in bilateral LHs before and after microlesion of the 

indicated neuronal tract. Left images show responses in the LH before (top) and after elimination (bottom) of 

vlPNs responses and right images before (top) and after (bottom) elimination of iPNs responses. F/F scale 

bar for all images is placed in Figure 4B. 

(F) Summarized cartoon of the neuron populations contributing to ORD activity prior and post microlesion of 

iPN or vlPN axons. 



Overall, individual iPNs could be assigned to two morphological classes based on distinct areas of 

innervation at the input level, i.e. the AL, as well as at their output region, the LH. Additionally, we 

could designate a third LH zone (LH-AL) innervated by third-order neurons connecting the LH to 

downstream brain regions. 

 

ORDs comprise activity of two distinct neuronal populations 

To illustrate higher order connectivity, we labeled the three major neuron types targeting the LH 

within the olfactory circuitry using PA-GFP (Figure 5A). The LH is innervated by MZ699+ inhibitory, 

oligoglomerular iPNs and GH146+ excitatory, uniglomerular ePNs. Moreover, MZ699 labels vlPN 

neurons connecting the lateral region of the LH via the plF with the ventrolateral protocerebrum (vlP). 

Therefore Ca2+-responses in the LH-AL region might reflect activity of vlPNs rather than iPNs. To 

dissect neuronal contributions to our observed Ca2+-activity within each extracted ORD, we conducted 

microlesioning experiments using two-photon laser-mediated microdissection (Figure 5B). By 

severing the mACT, we abolished LH-responses deriving from iPNs, while interrupting the plF 

connection should eliminate potential odor-evoked vlPN activity. To achieve unambiguous and 

comparable results, functional imaging was performed in both brain hemispheres simultaneously. 

Immediately after imaging the intact brain areas, both tracts were selectively lesioned on each brain 

side, i.e. the plF ipsilaterally and the mACT contralaterally (Figure 5C), and the imaging procedure 

was repeated. We applied a reduced odor set comprising eight odors, which elicited activity in all 

ORDs, and subsequently performed NNMF for pre- and post-lesion recordings (Figure S4). Severing 

the mACT indeed reduced responses in the LH-PM and LH-AM significantly, whereas plF-lesion had 

no effect within these domains (Figure 5D). In contrast LH-AL responses were significantly decreased 

by plF-ablation, but unaffected by mACT-ablation. Hence, activity in the LH-PM and LH-AM zone 

can be clearly assigned to iPNs that project via the mACT from the AL to the LH. Remarkably, LH-

AL activity is mainly evoked by vlPNs that project through the plF from the LH to the vlP (Figure 

5A). Representative recordings of balsamic vinegar and acetic acid clearly demonstrated the lack of 

iPN responses within LH-AM and LH-PM after mACT-ablation and benzaldehyde demonstrated the 

elimination of vlPN responses within the LH-AL domain after plF-ablation (Figure 5E). In summary, 

these experiments demonstrate that ORD patterns can be subdivided into the second-order iPN 

population responsible for activation of medial ORDs and third-order vlPNs evoking LH-AL activity 

(Figure 5F). 

 

 

 



 

Figure 6. iPN GABA release in the LH mediates odor attraction behavior 

(A) Experimental layout: iPN GABA production was selectively silenced via GADi expression. Second order 

iPN activity as well as third order vlPN activity remains unaffected. 

(B) Immunostainings against GABA and GFP within AL somata (left) and LH neurites (right) of iPNs with 

intact (top images) and silenced GABA production (bottom images). GADi flies only show GABA expression in 

somata of iPNs labeled by GH146 (arrowhead). The arrow points on an exemplary GABA-positive bouton. Scale 

bar, 20 m. 

(C) Averaged response indices (RIs) for wild-type flies (dark blue), parental controls (light blue) and 

experimental animals (magenta) for nine odorants at two different concentrations. Empty boxes display no 

response (Wilcoxon signed-rank test to determine difference from zero). Deviation of the RI against controls was 

tested with Dunn's Multiple Comparison (solid line) or Dunn's selected Pairs (dashed line). Error bars represent 

SEM. RI of GADi flies are significantly reduced compared to control flies. 

(D) RI differences between GADi flies and averaged parental controls. RI differences are negative for all but one 

odor indicating that GADi expression shifts odor-guided behavior towards aversion. 

 



Inhibitory iPN activity in the LH mediates odor attraction behavior. 

We next turned to determine the behavioral relevance of iPN activity in the LH for innate odor-guided 

behavior. To date it is assumed that the LH plays a crucial role for innate odor preference, in particular 

avoidance behavior (Séjourné et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2003b). However, direct functional evidence 

by experiments targeting LH neurons is still lacking. The sole study investigating PN function in the 

LH revealed impaired innate odor recognition after elimination of synaptic transmission in GH146+ 

ePNs (Heimbeck et al., 2001). Nevertheless, information conveyed by ePNs is still processed in the 

MB calyx. The iPN population investigated here is the only neuronal population mediating olfactory 

information from the AL directly to the LH and therefore could specifically shed light onto the still 

challenging question about the impact of the LH for odor-guided behavior. 

We so far demonstrated that oligoglomerular iPNs collect sensory input over a broad range of 

glomeruli and integrate this information into segregated axonal terminal fields in the LH. Thus 

integration via iPN synaptic transmission across GABAergic terminals is arranged in a spatially 

discriminative manner in distinct ORDs (Figure 4). To precisely target iPN function, we employed an 

RNAi construct against glutamic acid decarboxylase 1 (GADi; Liu and Davis, 2009). Thereby, only 

GABA synthesis was interrupted and vital neuronal properties were unaffected. To realize the GABA 

knock-down selectively in iPNs, we expressed UAS-GADi in MZ699+ neurons. Immunostainings of 

flies expressing G-CaMP solely in comparison to flies expressing GADi revealed a clear reduction in 

GABA production (Figure 6B). To genetically verify the knock-down we performed quantitative RT-

PCR (qPCR) (Figure S5). 

Using wild-type flies (WT) and parental controls we then conducted T-maze assays (Chakraborty et 

al., 2009; Tully and Quinn, 1985) with nine of the odorants applied in functional imaging experiments 

at medium and high concentrations. Notably, flies with silenced iPN GABA production exhibited 

significantly reduced attraction behavior to almost all tested odorants if compared to control flies with 

full iPN GABA release in the LH (Figure 6C). In detail, odors like acetoin acetate or -butyrolactone, 

which evoked attraction behavior in control flies, evoked no attraction in flies with silenced GABA 

synthesis. Thus, attraction behavior was completely abolished towards these normally highly attractive 

odors. The behavioral preference to some odors, e.g. balsamic vinegar at 10-2 and propionic acid at 10-

4, was even reversed so that these odors became aversive. In addition, odorants normally evoking no 

response, as e.g. 1-octen-3-ol at 10-4 or acetic acid, induced an aversive behavior in GADi flies, while 

repellent odorants, as e.g. 1-octen-3-ol 10-2 and benzaldehyde, evoked an even stronger aversion. To 

compare the T-maze data more accurately, we calculated the average change of behavioral response 

indices (RIs) between GADi flies and parental controls (Figure 6D). Indeed, all responses changed in a 

negative direction indicating a crucial role of inhibitory iPN transmission to the LH in mediating odor 

attraction behavior. The sole exception was the most repulsive odor, acetophenone, at high 

concentration since this odor already induced maximum aversion. The strongest change in RI was 



observed after stimulation with the attractive odorants -butyrolactone, balsamic vinegar at high 

concentration and propionic acid at low concentration, indicating that the effect was not concentration 

dependent. Nevertheless, for some odorants flies were able to distinguish between the two 

concentrations tested, manifested in distinct behavioral responses, e.g. to 1-octen-3ol. Interruption of 

iPN GABA-synthesis led to a similar response to both tested concentrations, indicating impeded 

intensity discrimination. Thus, iPNs potentially affect concentration coding as well. 

Overall, these experiments reveal a crucial function of iPNs in mediating odor-intensity and odor-

guided attraction behavior via GABA release in the LH. 

iPNs integrate positive hedonic valence and odor intensity into separate LH domains 

The global behavioral consequences of the selective iPN knock-down indicate that ORD activity 

patterns encode positive hedonic valences. Moreover odor intensity coding could be disturbed, which 

is less obvious from the behavioral experiments, since the valence-effect was striking over a range of 

different concentrations. 

To analyze the complete ORD pattern array related to innate behavioral preference, we assigned 

additional RIs for all odors at median and high odor concentrations using again the T-maze assay 

(Figure 7A). Since extremely low concentrations rarely evoke any behavioral responses, we excluded 

the 10-6 concentration in this analysis. Plotting median odor-evoked activity in a three-dimensional 

space defined by the three ORDs, visualized a clear clustering of activity evoked by aversive odorants 

in the LH-AL domain, constituted by vlPNs (Figure 7B). Interestingly, attractive odors elicited no 

activity in the LH-AL domain, but almost exclusively activated LH-PM and LH-AM. Thus, activity in 

the LH-AL domain was almost exclusively induced by repulsive odors. The prevalence of attractive 

odor activation in the LH-PM and LH-AM domain, which implies iPN activity, supports our 

hypothesis of positive valence integration by iPNs, whereas vlPNs, which are assigned to LH-AL 

activity, encode a negative behavioral significance. 

To further quantify this observation, we dissected the different LH domains and correlated ORD 

activity to odor valence for all ORDs separately. This evaluation also enabled us to analyze iPN and 

vlPN coding properties apart from each other (Figure 7C). As expected, the analysis revealed a 

significant correlation between positive valence coding and the LH-PM domain, whereas Ca2+-activity 

in the LH-AL was strongly negatively correlated to hedonic valence. The LH-AM domain exhibited a 

positive, but not significant correlation for odor valence. Remarkably, activity within the LH-PM was 

totally independent of concentration, whereas activity in both anterior domains was significantly 

correlated to odor intensity (Figure 7D). Hence, iPNs integrate odor attraction information into the 

LH-PM domain independent of odor intensity, confirming behavioral experiments. Intensity coding is 

in turn conducted separately by distinct iPNs within the LH-AM domain. In contrast, third-order vlPN- 



.. 



responses projecting from the LH-AL area code both hedonic valence and concentration of odors with 

negative behavioral significance. 

Finally, we wondered how the odor-evoked topographic map in the AL is translated into the observed 

LH response domains. Is the evident valence-specific LH representation already reflected at the 

primary level of olfactory processing? To answer this question, we performed functional imaging of 

odor-evoked Ca2+-dynamics in the AL. Since, dendritic calcium elevation in PNs is mainly evoked by 

Ca2+ influx through AChRs, but not voltage-gated calcium channels, it is much lower than observed 

presynaptic Ca2+ transients (Oertner et al., 2001). Therefore, oligoglomerular and very sparse dendrites 

of MZ699+ PNs within the AL did not provide sufficient Ca2+-activity for a comprehensive analysis. 

However, dense AChR immunoreactivity (Figure 1C) in iPN dendrites indicated a straight forward 

transduction of cholinergic OSN responses. We therefore expressed G-CaMP 3.0 in OSNs using Orco-

GAL4 (Larsson et al., 2004) to acquire Ca2+-imaging data of the AL input to all odors. Furthermore, 

we generated a glomerular response pattern-array, analogous to the LH imaging data set (Figure S6). 

We next calculated correlation distances for all pair-wise combinations of odor-evoked response 

patterns (Figure S7A) and plotted these with respect to minimal pattern distances, i.e. maximal ORD 

pattern similarity in the LH (Figure 7E). As expected, odor representations in the LH clearly clustered 

within three separated parts of the matrix. However, this coding similarity could not predict AL 

activity patterns, which showed a scattered response pattern correlation. Notably, also within pattern 

correlation distances repulsive odorants cluster and are arranged in large distances to attractive 

Figure 7. Integration of hedonic valence and odor concentration into ORDs 

(A) Response indices of wild type flies for all odors at median and high concentrations. Odors are sorted from 

highly aversive (-1, red) to highly attractive (+1, green). 

(B) 3D-scatter plot of median Ca2+-activity of all odors based on the three ORDs. Odors are labeled due to their 

behavioral RI shown in (A). Similar odors are connected with a line, the dot at the terminus depicts the 10-2 

value, the centered dot 10-4, and the end of the line give the response to 10-6. 

(C) Left, schematic LH outlines with colored ORDs corresponding to data on the right. Correlation score r 

(upper right corner) between median activity and measured RI in T-maze experiments, with significance denoted 

below (upper right corner); p-values: LH-PM: p = 0.016, LH-AM: p = 0.055, LH-AL: p = 0.000. 

(D) r between median activity and odor concentration; p-values: LH-PM: p = 0.922, LH-AM: p = 0.000, LH-AL: 

p = 0.000. 

(E) Complete correlation matrices for Ca2+-activity patterns of OSNs in the AL and iPNs in the LH. The odors 

are arranged according to single linkage clustering in the LH ORD activity-space (Figure S7A). Heatmap color-

code refers to the correlation distance scale bar indicated to the right. Odor letters are color-coded according to 

hedonic valence, 10-6 RI values are labeled in grey (complete list right hand). Clustering of red numbers 

indicates a separation of aversive and attractive response patterns in the LH. 

(F) Median odor activity in the AL and LH in a PCA space. Respective loadings indicated to the right. Odors are 

grouped according to valence: RI for repulsive odors: -1 and -0.1, neutral odors: -0.1 to + 0.1 and attractive 

odors: 0.1 and +1. Calculation was performed with complete imaging data; 10-6 data points without cognate RI 

were excluded from the graph for perspicuity. Odors are clearly grouped due to valence in the LH, while a 

tendency is obvious at the AL level. 

 



odorants. Hence, attractive or repulsive odor representations are highly similar to each other, 

respectively, whereas the repulsive and attractive representations are highly dissimilar (Figure S7A). 

To clearly visualize the separation of odor representations by hedonic valence, we reduced the 

dimensionality of the data set using principal component analysis (PCA). Clusters of attractive and 

aversive odor representations still overlap within the PCA space for AL responses, whereas the same 

odors are represented completely separately in the LH (Figure 7E). A tendency for separation due to 

odor valence is, however, already visible within the PCA space at the AL level, which is consistent 

with previous results (Knaden et al., 2012). Interestingly, the identical PCA space reveals no 

concentration-specific separation at the AL level, but a minor tendency for intensity dependent odor 

representation at the LH level, congruent with behavioral results (Figure S7B). This indicates a 

masking effect of the concentration-independent LH-PM domain over intensity-coding domains, 

which is ultimately reflected in the global behavioral effect on positive valence. 

Inhibitory PNs evidently collect specific attraction coding odor traits from different glomerular subsets 

in the AL and transform this information into highly ordered response domains in the LH. Inhibitory 

PNs integrate the conveyed information in an inhibitory fashion into two domains of the LH relay, one 

region for encoding positive behavioral output, another region encoding intensity information. In 

addition, we discovered a distinct third-order vlPN domain, which responds to aversive odorants 

exclusively and which is not inhibited or biased by iPN input as shown in behavioral and microlesion 

experiments (Figure 5, 6). 

 

 

 

 



DISCUSSION 

We augment our present understanding of the Drosophila olfactory circuitry by elucidating a 

behaviorally relevant, parallel higher-order processing stream to the LH. Morphological, functional 

and behavioral approaches provide strong evidence for a functional subdivision of iPNs into neurons 

coding either odor-attraction or odor-intensity. Inhibitory properties of iPNs are necessary for innate 

odor-guided attraction and configure odor-intensity discrimination. We also reveal a third neural 

pathway coding odor repellence. 

 

Two PN populations – two processing pathways 

Higher olfactory processing centers decode important features of an odor stimulus from the primary 

AL activity map of PNs towards a final behavioral output. Uniglomerular ePNs innervate the entire 

AL and receive OSN-specific information, which leads to a complete transfer of the encoded olfactory 

information from the primary onto the secondary processing level, though with an optimized code 

(Sachse and Galizia, 2006; Vosshall and Stocker, 2007). Initially ePNs converge randomly onto third-

order Kenyon cells of the MBc, the center for olfactory memory formation, and terminate in the LH, 

which is assumed to play a role for innate olfactory behavior (Heisenberg, 2003). In the LH ePNs 

retain the topographic AL code by shaping various stereotypic and glomerulus-specific axonal 

terminal fields. The invariant topography at the input and output level of ePNs provides an ideal 

strategy to maintain and relay odor-identity towards higher brain areas (Jefferis et al., 2007; Marin et 

al., 2002; Wong et al., 2002). We wondered which strategy is pursued by the olfactory network to 

extract odor features as e.g. intensity and hedonic value from the primary topographic code. Along the 

ePN pathway, the Drosophila olfactory network contains a spatially separated second-order pathway 

comprised of iPNs (Ito et al., 1997). Parallel pathways are a prominent strategy of sensory systems to 

process distinct features of encoded objects, as e.g. in the visual system, where features like form, 

color and motion are segregated into separate channels (Sanes and Zipursky, 2010). So far, the iPN 

pathway has only been partly investigated at the morphological level (Ito et al., 1997; Lai et al., 2008), 

while any functional evidence for its olfactory role is missing. Since iPNs target the LH exclusively 

and bypass the MBc, we expected this neuronal PN population to fulfill an important task regarding 

olfactory coding. Their oligoglomerular innervations and presumable inhibitory properties led us to 

propose that iPNs generate a parallel processing stream by extracting odor features from the primary 

olfactory code generated in the AL and by integrating this information into the LH. 

 

 

 



Morphological prerequisites of iPNs enabling parallel processing 

We initially investigated if iPNs fulfill anatomical qualifications to constitute a separate processing 

channel. These qualifications included verification of the presumable transmitter GABA, the neuronal 

polarity and the neurite distribution at their input and output regions. Selective labeling of post- and 

presynapses of both PN populations revealed that iPNs do, like its excitatory partners, receive 

cholinergic input in the AL. Confirming earlier synaptopHluorin expression we detected ACh-release 

sites of ePNs in higher brain areas, but, interestingly, also in the AL (Ng et al., 2002). Thus, ePNs 

likely fulfill a multimodal role in the network and serve also as modulators of the combinatorial 

glomerular code. In contrast, iPNs release its inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA in the LH exclusively. 

The strict unidirectional polarity implicates that iPNs do not exert a modulating effect in the AL. 

Hence, sensory activation of iPNs and the conducted direct feed-forward inhibition towards the LH 

indicates the main impact of iPNs in the higher brain. 

A remarkable anatomical feature of iPNs is their glomerular innervation pattern. Whereas ePNs are 

uniglomerular (Vosshall and Stocker, 2007) and retain the topographic code in their axonal 

arrangement (Jefferis et al., 2007; Marin et al., 2002; Wong et al., 2002), most MZ699+ iPNs 

innervate three to six glomeruli. We therefore redefined iPNs as oligo- instead of multiglomerular 

neurons. The peculiar oligoglomerular dendritic pattern has the effect that individual iPNs can be 

activated by a set of OSN types, which therefore very likely disables the iPN population to carry 

precise odor-identity information. However, the divergence of iPNs in the AL into specific glomerular 

subsets, already pre-determines the iPN population to selectively extract common traits of distinct 

odors. 

Three-dimensional reconstructions revealed that iPNs innervate more than two-thirds of the AL. 

Interestingly, Tanaka et al. described a complete AL coverage by iPNs (Tanaka et al., 2012). This 

discrepancy could be due to the unique iPN dendritic pattern since iPN dendrites encircle without 

innervating several glomeruli when picking their way to encounter presynaptic partners within other, 

more distant glomeruli. These projections across the AL convey the impression of glomerular 

innervations, although dendritic terminals are absent. Even none of the six GH146+ iPNs innervate the 

complete AL (Marin et al., 2002). This indicates that not the entire information encoded in the AL is 

read-out by iPNs, but promotes the hypothesis of a selective extraction of relevant odorant features. 

We have previously shown that the AL map at the PN level already exhibits a spatial segregation of 

valence representation (Knaden et al., 2012). Certain glomeruli, e.g. the DL1 or DL5, which have been 

classified as aversion coding at the ePN level, are omitted by MZ699+ iPN, whereas some, but not all, 

glomeruli classified as attraction coding, e.g. DM2 or DM5, are particularly densely innervated. These 

results indicate that within the iPN population mainly positive odor traits are extracted, whereas odor 

information of negative valence is neglected. We furthermore demonstrated that the iPN population is 



split into two groups diverging into distinct parts of the AL and even converging strictly into two 

discrete ORDs in the LH. These results reveal that the iPN level possesses, like the ePN level, some 

degree of spatial segregation in the AL, which is maintained within the LH. 

The morphological properties of iPNs thus meet requirements to enable them to selectively extract 

odor information from specific glomerular subsets and integrate this information into two main LH 

zones. 

 

iPNs and vlPNs constitute independent odor response domains in the LH 

As mentioned, numerous functional studies target the combinatorial code of the AL to unravel 

encoding of specific olfactory objects or the olfactory space (Silbering and Galizia, 2007; Silbering et 

al., 2008; Wilson and Mainen, 2006). Even though these questions are not completely resolved, we 

focused on higher processing mechanisms decoding behaviorally relevant information. So far a 

handful neuroanatomical studies targeting ePNs deal with the question of how olfactory information is 

integrated and possibly read-out by higher brain structures, in particular the LH (Marin et al., 2002; 

Wong et al., 2002; Tanaka et al., 2004). In these studies, pheromone processing is always of 

outstanding interest, since it represents an innate behavioral trait. In the LH, a general separation of 

ePN representations of general and pheromone odors has been shown (Jefferis et al., 2007) and an 

elegant study by Ruta et al. completely dissected a segregated pheromone circuit, ranging from the 

sensory input to the ventral nerve cord output (Ruta et al., 2010). However, we did not examine sex 

pheromone information processing, since iPNs are negative for the sexually dimorphic transcription 

factor fruitless. 

Pre- and postsynaptic markers indicate a major effect of iPNs in the LH area. Silencing MB function 

revealed that the LH alone is sufficient for basic olfactory behavior (De Belle JS, 1994; Connolly et 

al., 1996; Heimbeck et al., 2001). Moreover, a more general function of the LH is plausible, since it is 

targeted by all PNs, whereas the MBc is avoided by the entire iPN population. Based on plain 

morphology, the features relayed by iPNs should be ineligible for associations and sensory integration, 

whereas the universal distributed ePNs possess the capacity to encode odor-identity. For example, a 

highly concentrated odor that represents danger does not imply that any odor of high concentration 

predicts danger. Therefore contextualization of a stimulus feature alone, isolated of odor-identity 

might be inconvenient. In contrast, a common computation in the LH of ePN and iPN information is 

more likely since necessary and relevant information are reunited, potentially optimized for olfactory 

decision making. The oligoglomerular divergence of iPN dendrites onto glomerular subsets and the 

convergence onto two LH domains clearly possess coding capabilities to extract specific features of 

the primary AL code and to integrate this information into restricted LH zones, where coincidence 

with ePN innervation might occur (as shown by double in vivo labelings). 



So far functional data of second-order neuronal activity in the Drosophila LH to substantiate the 

proposed LH function are missing. To unravel the coding properties of iPNs within the LH, we 

conducted the first Ca2+-imaging study of LH PNs. 

Our data analysis, employing the modified NNMF algorithm, extracted three ORDs displaying 

common temporal kinetics and highly stereotypic spatial patterns in numerous LH recordings. Two 

medial ORDs, termed LH-PM and LH-AM are formed by iPNs, while a lateral ORD, termed LH-AL, 

is formed by third-order vlPNs. Single neuron tracing of iPNs and vlPNs validated the LH 

segmentation into MZ699+ iPNs and vlPNs and revealed that the neural substrate for the ORDs is 

formed by different axonal (iPN) or dendritic (vlPN) terminal fields of individual neurons. In line with 

our results are the morphological studies on ePNs and third-order LH neurons that revealed a 

comparable tight constriction into three zones within the LH (Tanaka et al., 2004). Nevertheless, a 

more accurate expansion of these observations via MARCM led to a higher number of ePN target 

zones (i.e. five zones), whereas third-order vlPNs were highly restricted within one zone (Jefferis et 

al., 2007). 

Since we observed some intermingling of the vlPN zone and the LH-AM iPN zone, we conducted 

microlesioning experiments to decipher neuronal contributions to defined ORDs. These confirmed the 

independence of the vlPN associated LH-AL ORD of iPN activity, since severing the mACT did not 

trigger increased LH-AL Ca2+-activity. We therefore conclude that third-order vlPNs are not inhibited 

by iPNs. Immunostaining with the AChR-marker D 7-mcherry indicated that these vlPNs receive 

cholinergic input in the LH, while the presynaptic marker syt:HA revealed the vlP as their major 

output region (data not shown). The vlP is supposedly also a target of visual neurons from the optic 

lobe (Tanaka et al., 2004), implying a certain integration of different sensory inputs to take place at 

this central processing relay. 

Jefferis et al. calculated synaptic densities of GH146+ neurons and vlPNs to assess probabilistic 

synaptic connectivity. This map predicted that vlPNs establish synapses with the few GH146+ iPNs. 

However, functional data confirming this prediction is missing and MZ699+ iPNs were not included 

in their analysis. Nevertheless, the positive AChR staining of vlPNs indicates rather a cholinergic than 

a GABAergic input onto vlPNs as produced by the six GH146+ iPNs. A clear candidate for the 

cholinergic innervation of vlPNs would be the ePN population. 

The iPN population can be split into two neuronal groups innervating distinct AL and LH regions. 

This implies a topographic large-scale partition of the AL for iPN mediated feature-extraction of odor 

stimuli, as e.g. shown for hedonic valence (Knaden et al., 2012). 

 

 



iPNs decode odor features and configure olfactory decision making 

Selective silencing of inhibitory iPNs by interrupting GABA synthesis severely reduced odor 

attraction behavior of flies to almost the complete odor set tested. Also odor intensity discrimination 

was diminished in cases where animals were capable to distinguish between different concentrations 

under normal conditions (i.e. with different behavioral preferences). It has to be noted that GABA 

negative vlPNs are not affected by this manipulation. Though, the valence effect clearly dominates 

over the concentration effect, our results suggest that oligoglomerular iPNs are indeed capable of 

extracting both features from the combinatorial AL-code. Notably, when we correlated the innate 

valences of all odors with the corresponding Ca2+ dynamics of the ORDs, we found that the functional 

properties of the LH-PM domain are in fact completely concentration independent, but strongly 

correlated with positive hedonic valence. This coincides with the aversion-shift of manipulated flies in 

the behavioral experiments. Moreover, activity in the second iPN domain, LH-AM, is valence 

independent, but correlates significantly with odor-intensity, explaining the disturbed intensity 

discrimination of flies with silenced inhibitory iPN activity. 

Odor-evoked Ca2+-signals of the iPN-independent LH-AL domain correlate strikingly to negative 

hedonic valences as well as odor-intensity. We thus detected three zones in the LH seemingly 

extracting different features of the olfactory stimulus. One iPN group decodes odor attraction, 

independent of odor-identity and intensity, since even repulsive odors become even more repulsive 

after silencing these neurons. A second iPN group decodes odor-intensity, and a small vlPN group in 

the LH most likely exclusively receives and transfers information regarding odors of negative valence 

information. Unfortunately, immunostaining for diverse transmitters and peptides have been negative 

in vlPNs so far (data not shown), which prevented us from selectively silencing vlPN function in order 

to confirm their involvement in negative olfactory behavior. 

Since we detected immnuostaing signals for AChRs in vlPNs in the LH, the hypothesis emerges that 

negative valence might be conveyed via a direct and selective ePN input onto vlPNs. However, how 

such a mechanism might be accomplished remains to be elucidated in future studies. 

A behavioral study revealed that silencing MBc neurons impairs odor attraction, but not repulsion 

(Wang et al., 2003b). Silencing MBc neurons with shibire showed that repulsive, high concentration 

odors remained as repulsive, whereas lower concentration attractive odorants became less attractive. 

The authors drew the conclusion that the LH is rather involved in mediating innate repulsion than 

attraction. These results are not necessarily contradictory to ours. As already proposed, some ePNs 

might activate the LH-AL domain exclusively (i.e. vlPNs). On the other hand, Wang et al. did not 

include highly concentrated attractive odors. Therefore it is possible that the odor detection threshold 

is simply reduced, so that only the high concentrated odors, which induced odor aversion in their 

study, can be distinguished. Our behavioral results in contrast revealed a constant influence of the 



MZ699+ iPNs in mediating attraction for usually attractive as well as aversive odorants over a range 

of concentrations, implying a general attraction-mediating function of these neurons within the LH. 

Wang’s assay displayed a tendency towards a null response for low concentration attractive odorants, 

possibly indicating that odors at this concentration are neutral or cannot be detected. 

Jefferis et al. provided evidence for a separated representation of pheromone and fruit odors in the LH 

and therefore hypothesized that the LH is organized on the basis of odorants’ biological values 

(Jefferis et al., 2007). Within our functional imaging screen the fly pheromone cis-vaccenyl-acetate 

activated the attraction coding LH-PM region in a strikingly constant fashion, providing evidence that 

even in the case of the attractive fly pheromone, iPNs extract the specific trait selectively and integrate 

this information into a common domain with distinct odorant information (Bartelt et al., 1985; 

Kurtovic et al., 2007). This further reveals the independency of the iPN-processing stream from the 

ePN channel, since iPNs obviously transfer odor valence completely detached from odor-identity. 

 

Feature extraction of the primary topographic code 

We provide functional and behavioral evidence regarding integration of odor attraction and intensity 

by iPNs in the LH. Upstream, at the input level, we demonstrated excitatory input and a subdivision of 

the iPN population into two separate AL areas. How might iPNs extract the respective features? Direct 

functional investigation of dendritic iPN Ca2+-dynamics could not be conducted due to insufficient 

signal-to-noise ratios of the Ca2+ signals in the AL. Nevertheless, to gain insight if the highly reduced 

arrangement of activity-encoding features is already reflected topographically at the AL level, we 

indirectly investigated the input and recorded OSN activity patterns to the same odor set as tested for 

the LH activation. Correlation distances of all pair-wise combinations of odor-evoked response 

patterns in the LH clearly cluster within three separate ORDs and moreover patterns elicited by 

attractive and aversive odors are highly dissimilar. However, the strict LH arrangement does not 

predict coding similarity at the AL input level. Furthermore, plotting neuronal activity of the LH 

ORDs and the AL glomeruli using PCA confirmed that the separate representation of valence in the 

LH is not reflected in specific spatial sensory activity patterns in the AL. In contrast, odor intensity 

cannot be predicted from activity patterns in any of the two processing centers. A selective feature 

extraction by oligoglomerular iPNs of various glomerular activity patterns is thus very likely. 

Besides extraction of odor features from spatial patterns, temporal aspects might play an important 

role in decoding odor features (Wilson et al., 2004) and would presumably be worth investigating. For 

example, in the locust oscillation- and phase-coding of identity and intensity have been shown 

(Stopfer et al., 2003). Though, it has to be pointed out that PNs of locusts are exclusively 

multiglomerular, therefore coding strategies realized in locusts cannot directly be mirrored onto other 



insects as the fly. Generally, details of how the iPN subgroups selectively extract features from the 

primary sensory code remain to be investigated. 

Another intriguing aspect emerging from our study are the potential target neurons of iPNs. It is 

obvious that the inhibitory effect within the ORDs contributes to the configuration of a decisive 

behavioral output. This can be accomplished via presynaptically inhibiting ePN terminal groups to 

sharpen the input towards third-order afferents or to re-integrate the respective odor feature with odor-

identity coded by ePNs. The identity-code transmitted by ePNs might thereby have been modulated 

already by association taking place within the MBc. Alternatively, iPNs could directly inhibit third-

order neurons, possibly in conjunction with ePN input to create the right balance for a quality 

decoding behavioral output. Our data indicate that iPNs do not exert their effect on vlPNs, which 

moreover might constitute LH output neurons transferring negative behavioral output provided by 

ePNs. Another comparatively large group of third-order output neurons, that would be promising 

candidates are middle superiormedial protocerebral neurons (Séjourné et al., 2011; Tanaka et al., 

2004). Nevertheless, a large screening of GAL4 lines for all possible candidates is beyond the scope of 

our study, but needs to be elucidated in the near future. 

Our study provides a first step in exploring and unraveling higher olfactory processing encoding odor 

features crucial for an adaptive behavioral output in Drosophila. We postulate a circuit of at least two 

secondary parallel processing streams; an excitatory and an inhibitory stream extracting odor-identity 

or distinct features of diverse AL patterns and integrating these in constricted zones of the LH. 

Moreover, we provide functional evidence for a feature based spatial arrangement of the LH into 

distinct ORDs, decoding opposing hedonic valences and odor intensity. The role of the LH as a center 

for integrating biological values towards innate decisions by (re-)computing conveyed information of 

two processing streams is thus expanded 

.



METHODS  

 

Drosophila stocks 

All fly stocks were maintained on conventional cornmeal-agar-molasses medium under L:D 12:12, 

RH = 70% and 25°C.  For wild-type controls D. melanogaster of the Canton-S strain has been used. 

Transgenic D. melanogaster were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center 

(http://flystocks.bio.indiana.edu/) and the Vienna RNAi stock center (http://www.vdrc.at). Other Fly 

stocks were kindly provided by: P[MZ699-GAL4]: Kei Ito; P[UAS-D 7::mcherry]: Stefan Sigrist; 

P[UAS-Syt::HA], P[UAS-mCD8::GFP]: Hiromu Tanimoto and UAS-C3PA: Maria Luisa 

Vasconcelos.  

 

Generation of transgenic constructs 

Generating P[END1-2] (elav n-synaptobrevin-DsRed 1-2) has been performed using a modified 

pCaST-elav-Gal4AD vector (plasmid 15307, addgene, USA). The GAD domain present in the original 

vector was excised using NotI and FspAI enzymes, withthe FspAI recognition site located within the 

DsRed coding sequence. A DNA oligonucleotide containing a modified n-synaptobrevin-coding ORF 

(n-syb)(DiAntonio et al., 1993), upstream to a sequence identical to the excised DsRed-fragment, as 

well as a Drosophila Kozak site (caaaATG) and recognition sites for NotI and FspAI were synthesized  

and inserted into the vector. The n-syb contains one silent mutation at position (C168T) to eliminate a 

FspAI-recognition site within the fragment. Excision, synthesis and ligation have been performed by 

MWG Eurofins (Germany). The resulting plasmid was amplified in E. coli (One Shot® Top10 E. coli, 

Invitrogen, Eugene, OR) and purified using a Qiagen midi-prep kit (Qiagen, Germany). Embryo 

transformation to generate transgenic lines was performed by Aktogen (Cambridge, UK). 

 

qRT-PCR 

RNA from heads of 50 female flies (4-10 days old) for each sample was isolated with the RNA Mini 

Kit (Analytik Jena). cDNA synthesis was performed with SuperScript® First-Strand Synthesis System 

(Invitrogen). The acquired cDNA was subjected to quantitative RT-PCR performed with a Rotor-Gene 

Q and the Rotor-Gene SYBR Green PCR Kit (both Qiagen) following the manuals. Each sample was 

run as a triplicate and cycles have been replicated 4 times. Average values were normalized to the 

control gene, rp49. Final quantification has been performed after the Ct method (Livak and 

Schmittgen, 2001). Primer sequences: RP49 (69 bp): for CCAGTCGGATCGATATGCTA; rev 



TCTGTTGTCGATACCCTTGG. GAD1 (139bp): for CCGCAGAACCCATTTAGTCCAT; rev 

TTGAGCTTAATTGACTCCGGGC. 

 

Optical imaging 

Fly preparation and functional imaging of odor-induced glomerular activity was conducted as 

previously described (Stökl et al., 2010; Strutz et al., 2012). LH imaging was conducted similar, 

except for the higher resolution achieved with a 60x water immersion objective (LUMPlanFl 60x / 

0.90 W, Zeiss, Germany). The optical plane was ~30 m below the most dorsal point and chosen 

according to a maximal variety of signals, i.e. more than 5 m below or above the chosen level, signals 

blurred and could not be categorized appropriately. The binning on the CCD-camera chip produced a 

resolution of 1 pixel = 0.4 x 0.4 m. For bilateral LH imaging prior and post microlesion a 20x water 

immersion objective (NA 0.95, XLUM Plan FI, Olympus) was employed. To receive a comparable 

resolution binning was decreased by 50%. All recordings had a duration of 10 s with an acquisition 

rate of 4 Hz. Odors included acids (propionic acid, acetic acid), lactones ( -butyrolactone), terpenes 

(linalool), aromatics (acetophenone, methyl salicylate, benzaldehyde, phenylacetic acid), alcohols (1-

octen-3-ol), esters (acetoin acetate, cis-vaccenyl acetate, 2-phenethyl acetate), ketones (2,3 

butanedione) and balsamic vinegar diluted in mineral oil. Odors were applied during frame 8–14 (i.e. 

after 2 s, lasting for 2 s). Flies were imaged for up to one hour, with a minimum inter-stimulus interval 

of one minute. 

We have selected conventional widefield Ca2+-imaging as the method of choice, since we were able to 

obtain single bouton resolution with this technique (Figure 3B). Nevertheless, the z-range collected 

significantly more Ca2+-signals due to light scattering than compared to multi-photon imaging (depth 

reachable about ~35 m, Strutz et al., 2012). Furthermore, the LH does not offer anatomical and 

functional landmarks (as visible for the AL glomeruli), thus we orientated us at the entrance point of 

the mACT, which is ~45 m below the most dorsal point of the arborizations of MZ699+ neurons in 

the LH. At this level and below, Ca2+-signals blurred and hardly yielded distinguishable domains (data 

not shown). Similarly, a blur to one large signal occurred from ~15 m above the mACT entrance 

point. An optical plane of ~5 m above the mACT entrance point yielded sharp recordings as well as 

the most comprehensive set of different regions. Therefore, we assumed that signals above and below 

the imaging level simply reflected broadened signals of ORDs detected with our method and we chose 

to image the optical plane covering all existing domains labeled by MZ699-GAL4. Moreover, 

widefield-imaging is capable of recording signals of ~35 m depth. Since we are able to obtain even 

single bouton resolution, we do believe that we have recorded the maximal variety of signals in the LH 

evoked by MZ699+ neurons. 

 



OSN Ca
2+

-imaging data analysis 

False color coded images of LH Ca2+-imaging (Figure 4B-D , Figure 5D-D’’ and Supplemental Figure 

4A,B) were obtained with a custom written IDL software (ITT Visual Information Solutions, 

www.ittvis.com) provided by Mathias Ditzen. Ca2+-imaging data of the AL shown in Supplemental 

Figure 6A-C have been analyzed as previously described (Stökl et al., 2010; Strutz et al., 2012).  

 

LH Ca
2+

-imaging data analysis 

To ensure high reliability of extracted domain information recordings of any odor at any concentration 

was repeated 2-3 times within measurements. Only if response properties of replicates are identical 

within an animal, the recording for the analyzed odor was rated as valid and taken into account for the 

final analysis (Supplemental Figure 3C, C’’). To execute NNMF analysis (see below), at least six to 

seven valid measurements, i.e. animals with repeated identical recordings, were collected for each 

odor and employed for the analysis. The comprehensive set of odorants (altogether 14 odorants, 

applied in three concentrations, at least repeated twice, resulting in 84 necessary recordings) faced us 

with evident physiological restrictions and we consequently split the analysis into four groups. 

Fortunately, the strong reproducibility of recordings yielded measurements coherent enough 

throughout animals (Figure 3B, C, Supplemental Figure 3C, C’) so that the outcome of the NNMF 

analysis was unimpaired. 

 

LH data pre-processing 

Individual odor measurements of each animal were concatenated to construct a complete recording 

series, which was further aligned using ImageJ (Fiji) to correct movement artifacts (‘rigid body’ 

transformation and ‘image stabilizer’ plugins). Fluorescence changes ( F/F) for each odor were 

calculated in relation to the background fluorescence taking frames 0-6 (i.e. 2- 0.5 s before odor 

application). A Gaussian low-pass filter ( =1px) was applied to compensate remaining movement 

artifacts and pixel noise. To reduce the computational load the frame rate was averaged by two 

consecutive frames and recordings were spatially down-sampled by a factor of two. The resulting 

concatenated time-series of the recordings is denoted as measurement matrix Y with element Yt,p 

being the tth observed value of pixel p. 

 

 

 



NNMF - Non Negative Matrix Factorization 

In contrast to the AL, which consists of highly ordered glomerular subunits, LH comprises a mainly 

homogenous neuropil which does not provide spatial or functional landmarks enabling the clear 

assignment of Calcium dynamics to well-known areas. Therefore, we used the novel automatic 

method NNMF to extract Calcium signals owing common spatial or temporal features. 

The NNMF initially decomposed the measurement matrix Y into its main k components,  

Y= k  xk  * ak
T  + R. 

Each represented time-course ak contains a common underlying time-courses of all pixel and each 

pixel participation xk declares for each pixel how strong it participates in this time-course. The residual 

matrix R contains the unexplained data. For the decomposition we choose the Non Negative Matrix 

Factorization (NNMF) approach as it is known to achieve a parts-based representation rather than the 

more holistic results of Principal Component Analysis or Independent Component Analysis (Lee and 

Seung, 1999; Lee et al., 2001). NNMF constrains both the extracted time-courses and pixel 

participations to be positive. Positive pixel participations enable a straightforward physiological 

interpretation, reading the participation values as contribution strength of an underlying physiological 

domain. The restriction to positive time-courses reflects that we did not observe any significant 

decrease of fluorescence in response to an odor. In order to perform NNMF, we implemented the 

HALS algorithm in Python including a spatial smoothness constraint (asm = 0.1) (Cichocki and Phan, 

2009) and an additional spatial decorrelation constraint  (ade = 0.1) (Chen and Cichocki, 2005). 

Decomposition was performed for each animal into k=5 components, therefore the residual matrix R 

contained no additional domains (residual movement artifacts induced only tiny additional structures). 

Of the five components extracted by NNMF three of them stood out: first they exhibited highly 

reproducible responses to stimuli repetitions, i.e. they have a high trial-to-trial correlation. Second they 

were extracted in all animals at defined anatomical positions and third they exhibited characteristic 

response spectra across animals. Besides those three ORDs, every factorization contained two 

additional components. Though we cannot completely rule out that these are ORDs of their own, there 

are several indications that they are not. They either exhibit a low trial-to-trial correlation or are 

extracted at the same anatomical position only in a small fraction of animals. Instead of independent 

ORDs, these might rather convey fluorescence change independent of odor stimulation or an overlap 

region of two of the reliable ORDs. To validate the reliability of our data analysis, we have employed 

another imaging analysis algorithm. Spatial Independent Component Analysis (sICA) yielded very 

similar results (data not shown)(Reidl et al., 2007). Particular the three reliable ORDs from NNMF 

were reproduced with sICA. Hence, we conclude, that the LH area comprised by MZ699+ neurons 

constitutes of three ORDs. Components were labeled according to anatomical position of pixel 



participation within the LH and subsequently regionally assigned including coinciding reproducible 

Ca2+-signals in all animals. 

 

Statistical analysis of Ca
2+

-imaging data 

To determine coding properties of extracted odor response domains (ORDs) we calculated the mean 

response of each animal within a time window of 1- 4 s after stimulus onset. Hence, median responses 

over all animals defined the standard stimulated response of an ORD. Initially, regions were evaluated 

individually and correlations were calculated between standard response spectra and the behavioral 

response index (RI), or odor concentration, respectively, using the “linregress” function of the Python 

scipy.stat module. Pattern representations were analyzed in twofold directions. First, pattern 

correlations quantified pattern similarity independent of signal intensity. To visualize the correlation 

matrix in a comprehensible way, we then arranged odors according to the single linkage clustering of 

the Python scipy.cluster.hierachy module. Second, a 2-dimensional PCA representation (Python scikit-

learn module) reduces visual complexity and depicts pattern separation comprising response strength. 

 

Immunohistochemistry 

Wholemount (wm) and vibratome (vt) dissection and staining procedure: Immunofluorescence 

staining was carried out essentially as described (Laissue et al., 1999; Vosshall et al., 2000). Initially 

brains were dissected in Ringer’s solution (130 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl(x 6H2O), 2 mM 

CaCl2(x 2H2O), 36 mM Saccharose, 5 mM Hepes, [pH 7.3]) and fixed in 4% PFA in PBS-T (PBS, 

0,2-1% Triton-X) for at least 30 minutes on ice. After washing three times with PBS-T (wm) or PBS 

(vt) they were blocked for two hours with PBS-T, 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA) or PBS-T, 5% 

normal goat serum (NGS). Vt-sections were blocked using 5% NGS and 5% normal donkey serum 

(NDS). Wash and blocking steps were constantly repeated after each incubation step. Primary 

antibodies were diluted in blocking solution or PBS-T and incubated at 4°C for 2 - 3 days (vt), 

respectively. Secondary antibody incubation lasted 1-2 days. After final wash for 20 minutes, brains 

were mounted in VectaShield™ (Vector Laboratories) on object slides. The following primary 

antibodies have been used: rabbit -GABA (1:500) (Sigma), mouse -GFP (1:500) or chicken -GFP 

(1:1000) or rabbit -GFP (1:500) (all Invitrogen), mouse monoclonal -ChAT (1:500) (DSHB), mouse 

-Nc82 (1:30) (DSHB) or rabbit -Nc82 and guinea pig -Nc82 (1:500), kindly provided by Stefan 

Sigrist, rabbit -RFP (1:500) and mouse -HA (1:1000) (both Abcam). The following secondary 

antibodies have been used: Alexa Fluor® 488, goat anti-mouse IgG (1:500); Alexa Fluor® 488, goat 

anti-rabbit (1:500); Alexa Fluor® 546, goat anti-rabbit (1:500); Alexa Fluor® 633, goat anti-mouse 



(1:200), Fluor® 594 chicken anti mouse (1:200), Alexa Fluor® 488 donkey anti-chicken 1:200 (all 

IgG Invitrogen, Eugene, OR). 

 

2-Photon photoactivation of C3PA labeled single neurons 

For in vivo photoactivation experiments 1-6 day old flies (Genotype: END1-2,UAS-C3PA;MZ699-

GAL4) were dissected similar to imaging experiments with the exception that tracts of the salivary 

glands were cut to prevent movement. Single somata were defined as regions of interest with an 

average diameter of ~40nm. Photoactivation was accomplished via continuous illumination with 760 

nm for 15-25 min. After a 5 minute break to permit full diffusion of the photoconverted molecules, 

925nm z-stacks of the whole brain were acquired and subsequently used for 3D-reconstruction of the 

labeled neuron. 

 

2-Photon mediated photoablation 

Microdissections of either the plF tract or the mACT have been conducted in one brain hemisphere, 

each of the same fly. The target area has been monitored with 925 nm and chosen close to the LH but 

distant enough not to affect neurites ramifying in the LH neuropil. For both tracts, lesioned areas had 

an average size of 34 m and were illuminated with short pulses of 710 nm every 40 ms for 250 ms in 

60 (plF) – 80 (mACT) cycles. Overall the two simultaneous ablation procedures did last ~60 s. After a 

fast z-stack with 925nm to confirm the complete lesion, a 5 minute neuronal recovery interval 

followed before continuing the imaging procedure. Data were analyzed using NNMF as described 

above. For bar plot calculation of each ORD, only odors which evoked a response within the 

respective domain above 10% ( F/F) were included.  

 

Image acquisition 

Photoactivation and photoablation procedures as well as image acquisition following 

immunohistochemistry was accomplished with a 2-Photon Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope 

(2PCLSM, Zeiss LSM 710 meta NLO) equipped with a 40x (W Plan-Apochromat 40x/1.0 DIC M27) 

or 20x (W N-Achroplan 20x/0.5 M27). The 2PCLSM was placed on a Smart Table UT2 (Newport 

Corporation, Irvine, CA) and equipped with an infrared Chameleon Ultra™ Diode-pumped Laser 

(Coherent, Santa Clara, CA). Z-stacks were performed with Argon 488 nm and HeliumNeon 543 nm 

Laser or the Chameleon Laser 925 nm (BP500-550 for G-CaMP and LP555 for DsRed/Tomato) and 

had a resolution of 1024 or 512 square pixels. The maximum step size for immuno-preparations or 

single neuron projections was 1 m and for AL reconstructions 2 m. 



3-D reconstructions and image processing 

For all 3D reconstructions the segmentation software AMIRA 5.3.3 or 4.1 (Mercury Computer 

Systems, Berlin, Germany) has been used. Individual glomeruli of complete AL reconstructions were 

generated by segmentation of each spherical structure around its center in three focal planes. 

Subsequently, every third slice was three dimensionally interpolated employing the wrap interpolation 

tool of Amira. Visualization of AL reconstructions was simplified with the SurfaceGen modul to 

around 100,000 faces and further finished with the SmoothSurface modul. Single neurons 

reconstructions were performed with the skeleton module of AMIRA. Embedding of neurons of 

distinct specimen into the reference brain has been performed using a labelfield registration as 

previously described by (Rybak et al., 2010). Briefly, segmented labels of brain neuropils (MB, LH) 

were registered onto a reference brain image using affine registration followed by elastic warping. In a 

second step the calculated transformation matrix was applied to the respective neuron morphology that 

was then aligned to the reference brain image. 

Figures have been edited in ImageJ (Fiji) or Adobe Photoshop CS4 (Adobe Systems, Inc.) and 

compiled with Adobe Illustrator CS4 without further modification of brightness or contrast. 

 

Behavioral Assay 

Flies carrying P[GAD1-RNAi];P[MZ699-GAL4] were crossed just before the experiment to prevent 

dosage compensation effects. T-maze experiments have been essentially performed as described 

(Stensmyr et al., 2012). WT, parental controls (P[GAD1-RNAi] or P[MZ699-GAL4]) and test flies 

carrying both insertions have been tested separately under identical conditions. The response index 

(RI) was calculated as (O-C)/T, where O is the number of flies in the odor arm, C is the number of 

flies in the control arm, and T is the total number of flies used in the trial (= 30). Hence, the RI ranges 

from -1 (complete avoidance) to 1 (complete attraction). A value of 0 characterizes no response, i.e. 

the odor is not detected or is neutral. Each experiment was repeated twelve times and the RIs of flies 

were compared with the Dunn's Multiple Comparison or Dunn's Selected Pairs and tested against 0 (no 

response) by the Wilcoxon-rank-sum test. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL 

S1 (related to Figure1). 

(A) Overlap of ePNs (QUAS-Tomato) and iPNs (UAS-GCaMP3.0) in the LH area, the circle indicates the 

posterior lateral region, which is sparsely innervated by iPNs and dominated by ePN axonal terminal fields. 

(B) GABA vs. ChAT Immuno in the AL and LH (B’). Somata and LH neurites of MZ699 iPNs are GABA-

positive and ACh-negative. Scale bar, 20 m. 



 

 

 

 

 Figure S2 (Table related to Figure 2). 

(A) Representative in vivo images for all reconstructions (right AL). MZ699 and GH146 have been 

reconstructed with END1-2 background (two upper planes) and dual labeling with the Q-system and the 

GAL4-UAS expression system (lowest plane). Scale bar, 20 m   

(B) Detailed glomerular AL innervation. Green filled cells indicate innervation by MZ699-GAL4, magenta 

GH146-GAL4 innervation, respectively and grey, no innervation by the indicated line. Bottom rows, total 

number of innervated glomeruli with percentage share indicated below. Merge column: white filled with “x” 

indicates glomeruli innervated by both lines, grey only one line. Blue filled rows are glomeruli labeled by 

none of the enhancer trap lines. 

  



 

 

 

 

 S3 (related to Figure 3). 

(A) Full false-color coded images of data shown in Figure 3 C plus mineral oil control measurement. The control 

measurement is also shown with cut off as in Figure 3C. The top scale bar applies for all full false-color coded 

pictures in (A) and (B), the bottom scale bar for the mineral oil recordings. 

(B) Full false-color coded images of data shown in Figure 3 D plus mineral oil control measurement. 

(C) NNMF-extracted LH odor response domains of two representative animals (color scale for pixel 

participation xk in Figure 3) and cognate time courses ( F/F %). Measurements have been repeated 2 - 3 times 

and show a clear reproducibility. 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure S4. (related to Figure 5). 

Median time traces (color coded as indicated in the scale bar right) for all odorants used in the 

microlesioning experiments. Odorants had a high concentration (10-2), except 1-octen-3-ol, which was 

applied at 10-6 and 10-2. ORDs to the very left (vertically typed) display the arrangement of the odorants in 

the figure, i.e. the affected domain by any of the two lesionings in the respective odorant. Indiviual ORDs are 

shown from top to bottom for every odor. First row is always LH-PM, second LH-AM and last LH-AL. The 

three columns reveal the results for the pre- and post lesioning recording. Lesioning the plF abolished LH-

AL responses to mostly zero ( F/F [%]) and lesioning the mACT eliminates Calcium activity in the LH-PM 

and LH-AM. 

 



 

Figure S5 (related to Figure 6). 

Q-PCR showing ~ 40% decrease of GAD1 mRNA in heterozygot ELAV-GAL4, GADi flies. 



 

Figure S6 (related to Figure 7). 

(A) Representative glomerular Ca2+-responses for a subset of used odorants at three concentrations. Scale bar to 

the right. Control (mineral oil) recordings are shown additionally as full false-color coded images. 

(B) Glomerular AL atlas. 

(C) Median Ca2+-activity traces of all glomeruli for all odorants at the three indicated concentrations. Scale bar 

and control measurement in the center. Odor application is indicated by the grey bar below the heatmaps (n=6-7). 

 



 

 

 

Figure S7 (related to Figure 7). 

(A) Correlation distance dendrogramm of odor-evoked response patterns in the LH (left) and analogous matrix 

(right). For clarity dendrogramm arms were colored green and red: repulsive and attractive odorants are clearly 

not correlated, as indicated by a correlation distance > 0.6. 

(B) Median odor activity in the AL and LH in a PCA space (identical to Figure 7D). Odors are grouped 

according to concentration: dark blue  = 10-2 , median blue = 10-4 and light blue = 10-6. In the AL odor 

representations clearly overlap for all concentrations. Similary in the LH, odor representations of all 

concentrations partly overlap, but do display a slight tendency to segregate. 
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General discussion 

� ithin its en�ironment an animal is sub�ected to an enormous number o� di��erent odorants. 

Some o� these odorants might deri�e �rom �ood or mating �artners, and, hence, might mean 

something good to the recei�er. �thers might deri�e �rom a �redator or s�oiled �ood, and, 

there�ore, might be regarded as negati�e cues. Howe�er, the �ast amount o� com�ounds might 

deri�e �rom sources that do not ha�e any meaning to the animal, and there�ore might be 

neutral. The main task of an animal’s system is there�ore, to e�tract relati�e in�ormation �rom 

the otherwise con�using ol�actory background.  

�he work �resented in my thesis deals with the �uestion, under which situation the �inegar �ly 

Drosophila melanogaster regards s�eci�ic odorants as attracti�e or re�ellent, and how 

attracti�e and re�ellent odorants are sensed and processed by the fly’s olfactory system.

Single vs. combinatorial nature of odor coding 
�dor�guided beha�ior is triggered by odor detection �ia �S�s e��ressing di��erent kinds o� 

odorant rece�tors and the resulting acti�ation o� a �articular neuronal circuit. �he ma�ority o� 

odors are �rocessed by a combinatorial code, i.e., each odorant can acti�ate more than one 

rece�tor and each rece�tor can be acti�ated by more than one odorant. �hus, e�en indi�idual 

odorants acti�ate a com�rehensi�e neuronal circuit that �inally go�erns the beha�ioral out�ut. 

� hat might be the ad�antage o� this combinatorial code� �t might be economically 

meaning�ul when an �S� that e��resses a single odorant rece�tor res�onds to more than one 

odor. As there are thousands o� odorants �resent in the fly’s environment, by detecting only 

one odorant �er �S� ty�e, the �ly would need a �ery large number �S� ty�es. Howe�er by a

reduced number o� �S� ty�es that each are rather uns�eci�ic, i.e., they res�ond to a subset o� 

odorants with some odorants yielding higher res�onses than others, the �ly can co�e with only 

�ew �S�s and a com�arati�ely small brain. �nly in those cases, where the stimulus is 

ecologically �ery im�ortant for a fly’s survival, the stimulus might target only a single highly 

s�eci�ic rece�tor. �n these cases there is only one rece�tor that detects a gi�en stimulus and 

acti�ates a segregated straight circuit �or a robust beha�ior� one e�am�le is ���, which is 

�roduced by stressed �lies. Furthermore �rolonged e��osure to high concentrations can cause 

unconsciousness and death. �here�ore this com�ound acts as a strong re�ellent �or other �lies

�Suh et al., �����. �n �lies, the ��� circuit there�ore �orms a �unctionally segregated labeled 

line �athway that mediates innate a�oidance �Suh et al., �����. ��� is not detected by �Rs 
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but by a �air o� s�ecialized and conser�ed chemorece�tors nested within the insect gustatory 

rece�tor �amily �Jones et al., ����� Kwon et al., �����.  

�his kind o� �rocessing �ia a so�called labeled line is a rare case and seems to be restricted to 

com�ounds o� signi�icance im�act to the fly’s sur�i�al. �t was, there�ore, astonishing that we 

�ound another com�ound that is �rocessed as straight �orward as ���.

Geosmin signals for toxic molds and bacteria modulate and override innate 
odor-guided behavior 
Geosmin indicates to�ic microbes that can cause illness or death. �t belongs to the large 

ter�enoid class o� chemicals, and is hence similar to many other members o� this grou� 

�resent in the habitat o� the �ly. �ontrary to more than ���� other com�ounds tested, geosmin 

targets �R ��a and triggers a single, �unctionally segregated �athway that mediates innate 

a�oidance in the �inegar �ly. � e could show that this rece�tor is conser�ed in many 

Drosophila s�ecies. �here�ore the circuit dedicated to the �rocessing o� geosmin seems to be 

an ancestral �eature o� the ol�actory system o� the genus Drosophila. � e could �urthermore 

show that the message contained within this circuit is trans�erred unaltered �rom the �eri�hery 

to higher brain centers. Hence, like ���, geosmin is �rocessed along a labeled line. � hat is 

the ecological signi�icance behind geosmin that could e��lain the �ormation o� a labeled line� 

Geosmin is a true signal signi�ying to�ic microbes to the �ly. Although abundant in nature, it

is only �roduced by a narrow range o� microbes that are to�ic to Drosophila but settle on the 

flies’ main �ood source – o�erri�e �ruits. �here�ore by smelling and a�oiding geosmin, �lies 

are able to a�oid s�oiled �ood and to o�i�osit on sources that would be detrimental to lar�al 

de�elo�ment. �nly one close relati�e o� Drosophila melanogaster has e�ol�ed a com�letely 

di��erent �ood �re�erence �D. elegans, which nectar �eeds in �lowers�. �nterestingly this 

s�ecies lacks the geosmin�s�eci�ic �athway. �he lack o� a geosmin detection system in D.

elegans would accordingly be a conse�uence o� the low susce�tibility to mold growth in �resh 

�lowers ��oshida et al., �����. 

Geosmin is not only a re�ellent by itsel�. Addition o� geosmin to �inegar signi�icantly reduced 

�ositi�e chemota�is by �lies towards this innately attracti�e odor. �he ability to modulate a 

su��osedly innate beha�ior is �uite e�traordinary. �n the light o� the �hysiology �indings, the 

cause o� the reduced attracti�eness o� the geosmin��inegar mi� should stem e�clusi�ely �rom 

the acti�ation o� the �A� glomerulus. Acti�ation o� �A� conse�uently seems to ha�e an 

o�erriding ca�acity, ca�able o� modulating e�en an innately �ositi�e beha�ior �Stensmyr et 
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al., �����. ���loiting these ty�es o� a�ersi�e�s�eci�ic circuits that o�erride attraction to �ood 

sources could be an e��icient method �or mani�ulating the beha�ior o� insects� disease �ectors 

as well as agricultural �ests.  

How hunger changes the perception and the responsiveness towards odors? 
� hile com�ounds that are sensed �ia a labeled line usually �ro�oke a stereoty�ic res�onse, 

other stimuli like e.g. �ood odors might change their meaning to an animal de�ending on the 

internal �in this case �eeding� state. A well��ed animal should rather ignore in�ormation about 

�ood and should �ocus e.g. on cues leading to o�i�osition. Accordingly sensory �erce�tion o� 

some odors has been shown to de�end on the �hysiological status o� an animal and is 

in�luenced by changes at di��erent le�els o� the neural circuit. Root et al. found that the flies’ 

beha�ior towards a single �ood odorant changes u�on star�ation and that this change is 

go�erned �ia a �athway including neuronal in�ormation trans�er �ia short neuro�e�tide F 

�s��F�. Based on these �indings � asked, whether this star�ation e��ect is restricted to �ood 

odorants and to sensory neurons e��ressing s��F or its corres�onding rece�tor. �sing 

beha�ioral bioassays � could show that �lies e�hibit increased attraction to ethyl acetate a�ter 

star�ation. Star�ation did not increase the res�onse to this odorant only but also to another 

�ood odor and e�en to a re�ellent �benzaldehyde� and a �heromone �cVA� � conclude that the 

star�ation e��ect is not restricted to a small subset o� �ood odorants �Farhan et al. in �ress�.  � 

ne�t �er�ormed single sensillum recordings to e�amine whether �ood de�ri�ation causes 

increased sensiti�ity at the le�el o� �S�s. �ndeed, we �ound increased sensiti�ities in all �S� 

ty�es tested. �ur �indings are su��orted with results showing that star�ation increased 

�eri�heral sensiti�ity in Spodoptera littoralis �Martel et. al., �����. �ur �indings are in 

accordance with studies showing that host seeking beha�ior by �emale mos�uitoes Aedes 

aegypti is de�ressed �ollowing a blood meal, suggesting a �ossible link between �eeding and 

rece�tor sensiti�ity. �a�is ������ in his study in�estigated the e��ect o� blood �eeding on 

sensory neurons that are s�eci�ic to lactic acid �i.e. one o� the main attractants in host odor� 

and �ound that stimulus�induced s�ike �re�uency in �emales decreased u�on blood �eeding.

�nterestingly the sensiti�ity towards lactic acid returns to normal when a �ed �emale was 

allowed to o�i�osit. �n a se�arate study, Bernays and �ha�man ������ re�orted that a 

substance �rom the cor�ora cardiaca o� recently �ed Locusta migratoria directly acts on a 

sensillum o� the ma�illary �al�. �t �resumably causes the closure o� terminal �ores o� the 

sensilla, and, thereby, reduces the sensiti�ity o� the neurons �ollowing �eeding. � e also made 

similar obser�ations when we shortly �ed �lies a�ter a �rolonged �eriod o� star�ation. �he 
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sensiti�ity towards �ood odorants �ell within a short time a�ter �eeding both in the beha�ioral 

and �hysiological e��eriments. �t will be interesting to test, whether the reduction o� the 

star�ation e��ect is go�erned �ia gustatory in�ut �i.e. gustatory sensory neurons that become 

acti�ated by tasting e.g. sugar�, or �ia �eedback �rom the digesti�e system.  

� hen Root et al., ���� obser�ed an increased �hysiological res�onsi�eness in star�ed �lies, 

they did so by measuring the acti�ity o� ol�actory glomeruli in the antennal lobe �ia calcium 

imaging. � e reasoned that an increased beha�ioral sensiti�ity o� star�ed �lies could also be 

mediated by an increased �hysiological sensiti�ity already in the �eri�heral sensory neurons

housed in the fly’s sensilla. �ur electro�hysiological recordings su��ort this hy�othesis, since 

we �ound increased res�onses already at this le�el in star�ed �lies. Howe�er, we cannot rule 

out that additional e��ects within the antennal lobe or higher brain structures �lay a role 

go�erning the star�ation e��ect. �ndeed Root et al. described an elegant mechanism by which 

insulin signaling modulates the e��ression o�s��FR�, leading to �re�syna�tic enhancement 

o� odor res�onses selecti�ely in the star�ed state �Root, �����. �his, in turn, increased �ood�

seeking beha�ior in star�ed animals. As some o� these �S�s do not e��ress neither s��F nor 

its rece�tor s��FR ���ssel et al., ������arlsson et al. �����, � ne�t in�estigated, which other 

molecular �layers could be in�ol�ed in the star�ation e��ect and, there�ore, �er�ormed 

microarray analyses with isolated antennae and isolated brains �rom star�ed and �ed �lies. �he 

resulting gene e��ression analysis re�ealed se�eral genes whose e��ression le�els were 

a��ected by the flies’ �hysiological status. � hile most o� these genes belonged to gene classes 

in�ol�ed in nutrient metabolism, others were uncharacterized and were �robably not related to 

�eeding or beha�ior. �he relati�e ease o� conducting R�Ai knockdown e��eriments with 

some the identi�ied genes cou�led with a �uantitati�e ol�actory assay o�ened the door to 

identi�y no�el regulators o� a �eeding�state�de�endent modulation o� odor�guided beha�ior. 

By doing so we identi�ied ��Hamide as another molecular �layer that is in�ol�ed in 

go�erning the star�ation e��ect. As some o� these �S�s e��ress neither s��F nor its rece�tor 

s��FR ���ssel et al., ������arlsson et al. �����, � ne�t in�estigated, which other molecular 

�layers could be in�ol�ed in the star�ation e��ect. � e �ocused on some o� the u��regulated 

genes that are known to be in�ol�ed in the synthesis o� neuro�e�tides �allatostatine� or o� 

neuro�e�tide rece�tors �s��FR� and AlstR�. ��ound the di��erential role o� these molecules 

according to their localization in sensilla. � hen we tested the beha�ior o� star�ed �lies to 

ethyl acetate, silencing allatostatine and its corres�onding rece�tor, or the s��F rece�tor did 

not a��ect the star�ation e��ect. �nly silencing the ��Hamide� rece�tor resulted in an 
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abolished star�ation e��ect, suggesting a ma�or role o� ��Hamide� or its corres�onding 

rece�tor in star�ation�induced modulation in �R��b�e��ressing �S�s. � hich we �urther 

con�irmed by ��Hamide� mutant study.  

This study shows that the fly’s antennal �S�s seem to be constantly tuned to current needs. 

By increasing the sensiti�ity o� many �S� �o�ulations �not only those that are in�ol�ed in 

detecting �ood odors�, star�ed �lies might im�ro�e their ability not only to detect �ood sources, 

but also to �udge their �uality. Future in�estigation will tell, whether star�ation e��ects can be 

�ound also in neuronal �o�ulation other than �S�s, like e.g. interneurons or �ro�ection 

neurons. Furthermore it would be interesting to test, whether the res�onse to stimuli like ���

or geosmin that are �rocessed by labeled lines also becomes a��ected by star�ation.  

Which part in the brain controls innate odor-guided behavior? 
As discussed abo�e, whether or not a �ly becomes attracted to an odor source de�ends not 

only on the odorant’s identity, but also on the internal state o� the �ly. � hen in�estigating the 

star�ation e��ect we already obser�ed that in addition to the internal state the concentration o� 

an odorant strongly a��ects its �alence �or a �ly. �n most cases, e�en regarding �ood odorants 

�lies are attracted to low or medium concentrations but become re�elled by highly 

concentrated odorants. �here�ore, the ol�actory system o� the �ly does not only need to 

identify an odorant’s identity, but also has to inform about its concentration. � e, there�ore, 

asked the �uestion, which �art o� the brain is in�ol�ed in �rocessing odorant identity and 

concentration. �t has been shown, that �articular glomeruli are in�ol�ed in the �rocessing o� 

innately attracti�e and re�ellent odorants �Semmelhack and � ang, a et al., �����Ai M et al., 

�����Min S et. al., �����. �t seems that glomeruli situated in the lateral �art o� the antennal 

lobe are mainly acti�ated by re�ellent odorants, while glomeruli in the medial �art more 

strongly res�ond to attracti�e odorants �Knaden et al., �����. From the antennal lobe, 

howe�er, ol�actory in�ormation is trans�erred �ia e�citatory �ro�ection neurons �e��s� to the 

mushroom body and the lateral horn. As the e��erimental e�clusion o� the mushroom body 

does not a��ect the beha�ior o� na��e �lies towards innately attracti�e or re�ellent odorants 

�Heisenberg, �����, this �art o� the ol�actory circuit seems to be mainly or e�en e�clusi�ely 

in�ol�ed in associati�e ol�actory learning �Heisenberg, ������ebelle, ����.�A recent study 

��aron et al., ����� showed that each Kenyon cell in the mushroom body integrates 

in�ormation �rom a random set o� glomeruli. Ha�ing no stereoty�ed connection, the �attern o� 

Kenyon�cell acti�ity �robably does not re�resent innate ol�actory �alence but rather in�orms 
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about learned associations o� an odorant and a good or bad e��erience. � e, there�ore, �ocused 

on the role o� the lateral horn on the �rocessing o� innate ol�actory res�onses. Recent �indings 

suggest that the segregated re�resentation o� attracti�e and re�ellent odorants that was �ound 

in the antennal lobe �Knaden et al., ����� is maintained �rom the antennal lobe to the lateral 

horn �Min et al., �����, as ��s emerging �rom glomeruli that �rocess re�ellent stimuli like 

��� or acids �ro�ect to the medial anterior region o� the lateral horn ��H�, while those 

carrying in�ormation about attracti�e amines �ro�ect to the lateral �osterior region. �his 

segregation at the lateral horn was, howe�er, deduced �rom only a �ew traced �� lines, and 

did not include a sub �o�ulation o� inhibitory �ro�ection neurons �i��s�. So �ar, the i�� 

�athway is only �artly in�estigated at the mor�hological le�el ��to et al., ����� �ai et al., 

�����. i��s target the �H e�clusi�ely and by�ass the MBc. By using a s�eci�ic dri�er line 

�M����� we were able to in�estigate the im�act o� this inhibitory �athway on ol�actory 

�rocessing within the �H. � e were able to identi�y two s�atially and �unctionally segregated 

grou�s o� i��s o� which one e�tracts �ositi�e hedonic �alence �i.e. mainly �rocesses 

attracti�e odorants� and the other intensity in�ormation. �haracterizing the mor�hological 

structure o� these i��s re�ealed that they e�hibit an oligoglomerular dendritic �attern, and 

hence di��er �rom e��s that ha�e been shown to be uniglomerular �Vosshall and Stocker, 

�����. �here�ore, indi�idual i��s can be acti�ated by a subset o� �S�s. �nterestingly those 

glomeruli that had been shown to be in�ol�ed in �rocessing attracti�e �alence �Knaden et al., 

����� were �articularly densely inner�ated, while glomeruli �rocessing negati�e �alence were 

rather omitted by i��s. 

�o these i��s decode odor �eatures and go�ern decision making� By selecti�ely silencing 

i��s ��ia interru�ting GABA synthesis� we were able to reduce the �lies’ attraction to almost 

all attracti�e odorants. As mentioned be�ore, whether a �ly becomes attracted by an odorant or 

not does not only de�end on the odorants identity but also intensity. �nterestingly, silencing 

the i��s did not only reduce the odorants’ overall attractiveness, but resulted also in �lies that 

were less able to discriminate between di��erent odorant concentrations. �hough the �alence 

e��ect clearly dominates o�er the concentration e��ect, our results suggest that i��s are indeed 

ca�able o� e�tracting both modalities �rom the combinatorial A��code. 

� hen we �er�ormed calcium imaging e��eriments to study the ol�actory�dri�en acti�ation 

�attern within the lateral horn, we �ound three domains with di��erent highly stereoty�ic 

res�onse �atterns. �he so�called lateral horn �osterior medial domain ��H �M domain� was 

strongly acti�ated by innately attracti�e odorants, while the anterior lateral domain was 
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mainly acti�ated by re�ellent odorants. �nterestingly the acti�ation o� the third domain, the 

anterior medial domain ��H AM domain� was �alence inde�endent and mainly coded �or 

odorant intensity.     

�o internally re�lect the sensory en�ironment, animals create neural ma�s encoding the raw 

in�ormation o� the e�ternal stimulus s�ace. From that �rimary neural code rele�ant 

in�ormation has to be e�tracted �or accurate na�igation. �ur �indings suggest that the s�atial 

re�resentation o� odorant �alence, which is �ormed within the antennal lobe, still e�ists at the 

le�el o� the lateral horn but becomes �urther com�lemented by a segregated re�resentation o� 

stimulus intensity. 

Je��eris et al. already �ro�ided e�idence �or a se�arated re�resentation o� �heromone and �ruit 

odors in the �H and there�ore hy�othesized that the �H is organized on the basis o� the 

biological �alues o� odorants �Je��eris et al., �����. � ithin our �unctional imaging screen the 

�ly �heromone cis��accenyl�acetate acti�ated the attraction coding �H��M region in a 

strikingly constant �ashion, �ro�iding e�idence that e�en in the case o� this attracti�e �ly 

�heromone �Bartelt et al., ����� Kurto�ic et al., ����� i��s collect the s�eci�ic trait 

selecti�ely and integrate this in�ormation into a common domain with distinct in�ormation 

about odorants. �his additionally re�eals the inde�endence o� the i�� �rocessing stream �rom 

the e�� channel, since i��s ob�iously trans�er the odor modalities com�letely detached o� 

the initial odor�identity. 

Conclusion 
�his thesis e�tends our current knowledge regarding odor�guided beha�ior in �roso�hila by 

re�ealing strategies o� ol�actory coding and o� modulations o� the ol�actory circuit. �t 

describes a segregated neuronal �athway to detect to�ic microbes by the signature odor 

geosmin. Being so s�eci�ic this �athway dis�lays an e�ce�tion �rom the general combinatorial

coding strategy. Furthermore, this thesis elucidates how hunger can change the �ly�s 

�hysiological �erce�tion o� odors and the attraction to these odors. Finally the thesis 

highlights the role o� inhibitory �ro�ection neurons in odor coding at a higher brain centre and 

their role in odor�guided beha�ior. �n conclusion, the �indings within my thesis re�eal general 

rules o� how ol�actory �alence is �rocessed in the �roso�hila brain and how the �alence is 

a��ected by the inner state o� the �ly. 
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Summary 

�he aim o� this dissertation thesis is to unra�el the strategies �or odor�guided beha�ior and its 

modulation mechanism. �o in�estigate we em�loyed the �ruit �ly Drosophila melanogaster as 

model system. �sing an odor set o� �ersatile ecological rele�ance we studied modulation at 

se�eral �rocessing stages, including at the �eri�hery �the antennae�, the �rimary ol�actory 

center �the antennal lobe� and the higher brain centers. �he methods we a��lied were the ��

maze assay �or beha�ior, single sensillum recording �or electro�hysiology and �a���imaging 

�or distinct neuronal ty�es contributing to the ol�actory network. �n addition to all these 

techni�ues we also used the Drosophila genetics toolbo� �or mani�ulation o� desired �roteins 

to neuronal �athways. 

�he �ly detects odor by di��erent �hysiological ty�es o� sensory neurons, each one e��ressing 

only one s�eci�ic ol�actory rece�tor. �o detect a �ery large number o� �olatiles, most o� the 

ol�actory rece�tors ha�e multi�le a��inities to di��erent odorants and �orm the combinatorial 

�atterns. Also there are only a �ew ol�actory rece�tors which ha�e s�eci�ic a��inity to one 

odorant and �orm the segregated �athway. �his thesis elucidates one e�ce�tional case with 

highly conser�ed e�olutionarily �rinci�les. A labeled line circuit o� �undamental signi�icance 

for the animal’s survival could be discovered: the geosmin pathway is exclusively tuned to the 

re�ellent �roduct o� to�ic microorganisms and there�ore dis�lays an e�ce�tion �rom the 

general combinatorial coding strategy.

Modulation and �lasticity are key �unctions �or all organisms to ada�t to stress and a changing 

en�ironment. ��am�les o� this include blood��eeding insects, which a�ter a blood meal switch 

their ol�actory �re�erence �rom host odors to odors s�eci�ic �or o�i�osition sites. � e 

investigated whether the feeding status modulates the flies’ physiological and behavioral 

res�onses to odors. � e �irst started with beha�ior trials �or di��erent odorants. Also to know i� 

these modulations are �eri�heral or central we included an electro�hysiological study. Star�ed 

�lies e�hibited a decreased beha�ioral threshold to odorants, while the sensiti�ity o� �S�s was

increased a�ter star�ation. �he change in beha�ioral and �hysiological modulations was not 

restricted to �ood odors only, but was also �ound �or non��ood odors and �heromones. 

Furthermore we did microarray analysis to get the hint �or molecular �layers. � e dissected 

out the role o� biogenic amines by using the �AS�RNAi and GA��silencing tool. �t re�ealed 

neuro�e�tides �lay a role at the le�el o� ol�actory sensory neurons. Hence, �lies seem to be 
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tuned to locate �otential �ood sources �rom long distance, as well as to e�aluate �ood �uality 

and the �resence o� cons�eci�ics e��iciently, de�ending on their �eeding status.    

�e�ending on the rece�tor e��ressed, sensory neurons send their a�ons to the antennal lobe 

and target �unctional and mor�hological subunits, termed as glomeruli. �n the antennal lobe, 

local interneurons can modulate ol�actory in�ormation by interconnecting glomeruli. 

�ro�ection neurons, which are the out�ut neurons �rom the antennal lobe, recei�e modi�ied 

ol�actory in�ormation, which they con�ey to higher brain regions, including the mushroom 

body and the lateral horn. �he mushroom body caly� is mainly in�ol�ed in the �ormation o� 

ol�actory memories while the lateral horn is thought to be res�onsible �or innate beha�iors, 

there�ore these ha�e been a ma�or �ocus o� this thesis. �ro�ection neurons a��ear as two ty�es. 

�ne ty�e is uniglomerular, which is e�citatory and inner�ates all antennal lobe glomeruli as 

well as both higher brain regions. �he second is oligoglomerular, which is inhibitory and 

targets the lateral horn e�clusi�ely.  �he modulatory interneurons trans�orm the �rimary odor 

code towards a code containing in�ormation about the hedonic �alence o� odors. Since 

e�citatory �ro�ection neurons are dedicated to single glomeruli, they e�tract odor�identity and 

hedonic �alence �rom the combinatorial code in the antennal lobe.  Moreo�er we were able to 

show that inhibitory �ro�ection neurons constitute a segregated �arallel �rocessing stream to 

the higher brain and indeed �er�orm a decoding o� odor �eatures �rom the antennal lobe. Since 

the lateral horn is inner�ated by all �ro�ection neurons, these �rocessing streams are reunited 

in this area and �alence and intensity�s�eci�ic in�ormation can be com�uted to con�igure the 

ultimate beha�ioral out�ut. 

�n conclusion, the �indings within my thesis indicate a general rule �or innate odor�guided 

beha�ior as well as a mechanism modulating or underlying innate odor�guided beha�ior. � 

suggest that these modulatory mechanisms might also be a general �eature o� ol�actory 

systems in other s�ecies ranging �rom in�ertebrates to mammals to ma�imize their chance o� 

�itness �or sur�i�al. 
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Zusammenfassung 

�iese �issertation behandelt die Strategien und modulatorischen Mechanismen des 

du�tgesteuerten Verhaltens am Modell der Frucht�liege Drosophila melanogaster.

Anhand ökologisch relevanter Düfte habe ich untersucht, wie duftgesteuertes Verhalten 

von verschiedenen Verrechnungsebenen des duftsensorischen Systems moduliert und 

gesteuert wird. Dabei habe ich sowohl die Detektion der Düfte in der sensorischen 

Peripherie (d.h auf der Antenne), als auch die neuronale Verarbeitung im ersten 

Duftverrrechnungszentrum (dem Antennallobus) und in höheren Gehirnzentren (dem 

lateralen Horn) berücksichtigt. Die Methoden meiner Arbeit umfassen 

Verhaltensexperimente, bei denen die Fliegen in einem T-förmigen Rohr sich für oder 

gegen einen Duft entscheiden müssen. Weiterhin wurden Einzelsensillenableitungen und 

Ca2+-Imaging Experimente durchgeführt, um Aussagen über die olfaktorische Sensitivität 

der Fliegen und die Art der neuronalen Verrechnung im Gehirn treffen zu können. Bei all 

diesen Experimente konnte ich mich zusätzlich der ausgefeilten genetischen Werkzeuge 

bedienen, die für Drosophila etabliert worden sind. 

Die Fruchtfliege nimmt Duft über physiologisch unterschiedliche Typen von 

sensorischen Neuronen wahr, von denen jeder Typ einen spezifischen Duftrezeptor 

exprimiert. Um die Vielzahl der Umweltdüfte wahrnehmen zu können, sind die meisten 

Rezeptoren nicht sehr spezifisch, sondern reagieren mit verschiedenen Duftmolekülen. 

Anhand der sogenannten kombinatorischen Kodierung, d.h. der Verrechnung 

gleichzeitiger Aktivierungen verschiedener Neuronentypen, ist die Fliege dennoch in der 

Lage, einzelne Düfte oder Duftgemische zu erkennen. Zusätzlich verfügt Drosophila

jedoch über einige wenige Neuronentypen mit hochspezifischen Rezeptoren, die nur auf 

einzelne, ökologisch besonders relevante, Düfte reagieren, und die diese Information 

nahezu unprozessiert an höhere Hirnzentren weiterleiten. Einer dieser seltenen Fälle, die 

hochspezialisierte Detektion von Geosmin, einem Signaturduft verdorbener Nahrung, 

wird in dieser Arbeit vorgestellt.  

Modulation und Plastizität sensorischer Systeme sind Schlüsselfunktionen, die es einem 

Tier erlauben, auf Stresssituation, eine sich verändernde Umwelt, oder neue 

Anforderungen im Verlauf des Lebenszyklusses zu reagieren. Beispielsweise ändern 
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blutsaugende Mücken, die normalerweise von C�2 und Körperdüften angezogen werden, 

nach einem Blutmahl ihre Präferenz hin zu Düften, die spezisch für mögliche 

Eiablageplätze sind. Diese geänderte Verhaltenspräferenz geht einher mit einer 

geänderten physiologischen Sensitivität für die involvierten Düfte. In meiner Arbeit 

untersuche ich, abermals anhand des Modellorganismus Drosophila, inwieweit 

ausgedehnte Hungerperioden die olfaktorische Sensitivität und Präferenz der Tiere 

beeinflussen. Gehungerte Fliegen wurden in Verhaltensexperimenten generell stärker von 

Düften angezogen. Diese Verhaltensänderung ging einher mit einer erhöhten Sensitivität 

der olfaktorischen sensorischen Neurone (�SNs). Interessanterweise beschränkte sich 

sowohl die Modulation des Verhaltens als auch die der Sensorik nicht auf Futterdüfte, 

sondern zeigte sich auch bei Düften aus anderen Kontexten, wie z.B. Pheromonen. 

Anhand einer Genexpressionsanalyse, konnte ich einige Gene identifizieren, die bei 

hungrigen Fliegen stärker exprimiert wurden. Da für biogene Amine gezeigt wurde, dass

sie oft an der Modulation von neuronalen Prozessen beteiligt sind, habe ich die Amine, 

deren Expression (bzw. die Expression der zugehörigen Rezeptoren) durch Hunger 

hochreguliert war, näher untersucht. Anhand des genetischen UAS-RNAi und GAL� 

Werkzeugs, war ich in der Lage die Expression einzelner Gene zu unterbinden (bzw. 

stark abzuschwächen) und mit den so manipulierten Fliegen die Hungerexperimente zu 

wiederholen. Es zeigte sich, dass nicht nur der schon beschriebene Short neuropeptide F

Rezeptor, sondern auch der Rezeptor für CCHamide � eine modulierende Rolle bei der 

Sensitisierung gehungerter Fliegen spielt. Meine Ergebnise deuten darauf hin, dass der 

olfaktorisch sensorische Apparat gehungerter Fliegen gezielt darauf abgestimmt wird, 

nicht nur Futter schon von gro�er Entfernung wahrzunehmen (durch die Sensitisierung 

von auf Futterdüfte spezialisierten �SNs). Durch die globale Sensitisierung aller �SNs 

sollten die Fliegen auch auch besser in der Lage sein, die �ualität des Futters und die 

Anwesenheit weiterer Fliegen. 

Während die letztgenannte Studie sich u.a. mit der Detektion der Düfte durch �SNs 

beschäftigte, ging es in der letzten Studie um die Verrechnung und Bewertung von 

Düften im Gehirn. �e nachdem, welchen Rezeptor ein �SN exprimiert, innerviert dieses 

eine bestimmte morphologische Untereinheit im Antennallobus, den sogenannten 

Glomerulus. Nach einer gewissen Prozessierung durch Interneurone, die die 

verschiedenen Glomeruli miteinander verbinden, wird die Information von 

Projektionsneuronen (PNs) weiter an die höheren Hinzentren Pilzkörper und laterales 

Horn geleitet. Da die Rolle des Pilzkörpers schon umfangreich untersucht wurde (er ist in 
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das assoziative Lernen von Düften involviert), habe ich mich mit der Rolle des lateralen 

Horns befasst. Das laterale Horn steht im Verdacht, hauptsächlich das angeborene 

duftgesteuerte Verhalten der Fliege zu generieren. Es wird von zwei verschiedenen 

Typen von Projektionsneuronen innerviert, den exzitatorischen und den inhibitorischen 

PNs. Ich konnte zeigen, dass die inhibitorischen PNs, im Gegensatz zu den besser 

untersuchten exzitorischen PNs, welche ihre Information jeweils nur von einem 

Glomerulus beziehen, oligoglomerular verschalten sind, d.h. Informationen von mehreren 

Glomeruli bekommen. Weiterhin konnte ich zeigen, dass diese Neuronen nicht nur 

Informationen bezüglich der Wertigkeit der Düfte (d.h., ob ein Duft attraktiv oder 

abschreckend ist) prozessieren, sondern eine Subpopulation dieser PNs auch die für das 

Verhalten der Fliege ebenfalls entscheidende Konzentration der Düfte verarbeitet. 

Interessanterweise innervieren die verschiedenen PN Populationen drei unterschiedliche 

Regionen im lateralen Horn, von der eine hauptsächlich durch attraktive und die zweite 

durch abschreckende Düfte angeregt wird, während die dritte Region die 

Duftkonzentration verarbeitet.  

Zusammenfassend deuten die Ergebnisse meiner Arbeit auf generelle Regeln für die 

Modulation und das Auslösen duftgesteuerten Verhaltens hin. Aufgrund des sehr 

ähnlichen Aufbaus der olfaktorischen Systeme in Insekten und Wirbeltieren, vermute ich, 

dass die von mir beobachteten Eigenschaften des olfaktorischen Systems auch bei 

anderen Tieren eine überlebenswichtige Rolle spielen. 
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